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SIU-C gets $46 million for research 
By Kathleen DIlBo 
StaftWriter 
Anli Unl"eralty N_I Service 
[n fiscal year 1988, the 
University asked for - and got 
~ts~~~e :~~~~su~l:~t f~~: 
before. 
Researchers St'f.t QUt 712 
study proposals - 19 per.:~nt 
more than the previous record 
set the year before. 
A st.ldent might sav "So." 
Victoria Moliese, director of 
the Office of Resedrch 
DevelopmelJt and I.d· 
min'stration, said "Re3ear-
chers are better teachers 
becal!Se they are current in 
the-ir fielcls. " 
Larry Hawse, associate 
director of the office, said 
"There is a perceived close 
relationship between good 
research and good teaching. 
Some will say you can't be one 
without being the other." 
Last year, rest!archers 
received 649 awarcls totaling 
more than $46.3 milllOn, $5.2 
million more Ulan the year 
before. 
The School of Medicine 
received the most grant 
awarcls with 128 awards worth 
r. million. The cf'lleges of 
ScielY..e and of Engineering 
anlJ Tt'Chnology also reeeived 
res·~rch Grants worth $1 
millio:ooeach. 
"vlll" products in the United 
States are not seen as as 
competitive as Japan. Part of 
the reason is that we need to 
make advances in research," 
Molfese said. 
The federal government 
gave half the total funds for 
grants received and the state 
gave $8.3 million. 
Private sources supply half 
the awarcls but only about one-
sixth of the total funds, Hawse 
Mall owner ji=~­
says Sears I i 
may leave I· 
By Richard GoId,f.ln 
StaffWrfter 
Sears has threatened to pull 
out of the University Mall 
because a cllmpeting property 
development co~p8ny is 
try'.ng to draw them to Marion, 
an official from the company 
that owns the mall said at the 
Ci~ Council meeting Tuesday 
ni'h~ City Council· was 
prepared to hear the status 
report of a $23 million UA-
provement project for the 
mall. What they got was a 
shoc&"er from Mark Pulliam, 
vice president of development 
from Hocker and Associates. 
"They've (Sears) decided to 
up and move elsewhere," 
Pulliam said. 
He said Sears told them of 
the decision Monday after twe, 
years of "good faith" 
negotiations for expansion of 
the Sears store. 
Pulliam sai~ tne Edward J. 
DeBartolo Co., the largest 
developmeDt ';·Jmpany in the 
nation, is moving inu- Marion 
and is trying to draw Sears for 
its future mall. 
Pulliam said Hocker and 
Associates have countered 
DeBartolo's oUEll with one of 
their own. 
Pulliam ana Interim City 
Manager Jeff Doherty 
predicted a domino effect with 
other department stores 
leaving the mall if Sears 
vacates. 
"There is a strong pouibility 
we are loosing a major tenent 
in the mall, others may leave," 
Doherty said. The Universi~ 
Mall "may not be what we 
know itaa today." 
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Staff Photo by A18n Ha ... 
J .. nne S;mon, wife of S.l1ator Paul Simon, D-Makanda, 
.peaks to • a cia •• In 1.IIW.t'11 Room 231 Tue.day mor-
ning. 
Jeanne Simon relates 
tales of '88 campaign 
By Sco" Perry 
StaffWrfter 
Jeanne Simon bid a happy 
adieu to her husband's 1988 
presidential campaign 
while saying hello to the 
Senatorial campaign of 
1990. 
"I wanted to let people 
know we are still here in 
Illinois, " Simon told a group 
of Ulli'!ersity titudents 
Tuesday. 
race, saying "Wby not be 
happy as a U.S. Senator?" 
Simon currently is 
campaigning for MIchael 
Dukakis and Democrats 
throughout the state. 
Tbe high point of the 
campaign, Simon said, was 
when Paul Simon officially 
announced he was entering 
the race for the Democratic 
presidential nomination 
May 18 at the University. 
i This ~'lorning 
I Sierra Club wants 
I new Clean Air Act 
I
-Page 17 
I 
II 
Simon outlined for the 
group wltat she thought to 
be the high and low points of 
the 1988 quest for the White 
House, while giving her 
ideas on the role the press 
and the first lady should 
"It was like SIU had won 
all their football games and 
basketball games," Simor. 
said, describing t~le 
reception ti.~y received. 
She said the endorsement 
of her husbanc by the Des 
Moines Register and its 
comparision of Simon will} 
Abraham Lincoln also was 
one of the finer points of the 
campaign. I VOWS to come back I 
- Sports 28 I j 
Women's b-ball 
I 
L~lnnY, 8~1. 
play in na tional politics. 
Simon descrihed the 
campaign as an "emotional 
roller coaster," but con-
tinued I:>y saying "What a 
yearitwas." 
She said she was hesitant 
at first about her husband 
I entering the presidential 
Simon said she learned 
many things while cam-
paigning for her h'lSband, 
S ... SIMON, P.O. B L--____________________ . ____________ --J 
said. 
"Without outsi~ funding, 
the departments either 
wouldn't be ahle to do the 
projects or would have to get 
the money from the state," 
Molfese said. "If they got the 
money from the state, they 
wouldn't have to do as many 
proposals but state iUuDey ~ 
scarce." 
The number aod total value 
of awards have increased 
steadily since 1983. That year, 
the University ~ot 432 awards 
worth $25.3 milhOil. In 1984, 448 
Eiwa:-ds brought $26.3 million 
followed by $31.9 million from 
624 awards in 1985. T~ next 
year, the University n.ceived 
665 awards f(lf $35.4 million 
and 575 awards for $41.1 in 
1987. 
Hawse said, "Ul'.iversities 
view themselves as two 
things: transmitters of 
knowledge and generators of 
knowledge. There's a fit 
between the two but also a 
separation." 
Molfese said, "Departments 
are hlring faculty now for 
research. The climate has 
chang.xi." 
See GRANTS, P.ge 7 
Stock game offers 
first-hand learning 
Students learn marketing strategies 
By Miguel Alba 
'StaffWrfter 
Imagine having $500,000 at 
your command to buy or sell in 
the stock market Could you 
make the right decisions or 
would you lose the entire 
brokerage account? 
In its first year, the AT&T 
Collegiate Investment 
Challenge is giving students 
across the country the chance 
to learn first hand about the 
stocJr market with all the 
reality and intensity of the real 
thing. 
For $49.95 students get a 
fictitious $500,000 account 
number set up in their name. 
and a kit containing the rules 
and materials needed to get 
started. 
Cash prizes are offered for 
the 10 accounts with the most 
money, ranging from $25,000 
for first place, to $1,000 for 
tenth place, including free 
trips to Manhattan to tour the 
New York Stock Exchange and 
other sites. 
Other prizes are offered for 
accounts that qualify in the top 
100. 
The Finance Management 
Association will sign people up 
for the AT&T Collegiate In-
vestment Challenge from 11 
a.m. to 2 p.m. today and 
Friday in the Student Center. 
The deadline to sign up is 
Oct. 21, but students can enroll 
until Oct. 28 by paying with 
credit cards and incurring 
shippi.ng charges for the 
materials. 
'i'he game begins Nov. 1 with 
the opening of the stock 
See GAME, Ploe 8 
Gus Bode 
Gu ... ya the cMUene- ha. 
It. up. and down •. 
South Korean leader 
hopes to unite Koreas 
UNITED NATIONS (UPI)-
South Korean President Roh 
Tae Woo said Tuesday he 
hopes to meet North Korea's 
leader soon to negotiate an end 
to 40 years of division in the 
Korean peninsula. 
Roh, the first Korean leader 
to address the U.N. General 
Assembly, spelled out bold 
steps, including disarmament 
and a nonagression ~ct, to 
pe!'5uade North Korea s Kim II 
Sung to meet with him without 
preconditions. 
U.S. Ambassador Vernon 
Walters told reporters the 
United States supports Roh's 
call for direct talks and 
dE:Scribed his U.N. address as 
a "most historic statement 
that will be long reme'll-
bered." 
Walters urged the North 
Korean presidE'nt to meet with 
Roh, whose appearance before 
the 159-nation General 
~bly provoked a North 
Korean demand to address the 
body. 
Ncrtll Korea's first deputy 
~illig~3J~:er,~:~~':!'e:~i 
Assembly on Wednesday. 
~~g'r!~=~?J~: ~':J 
demand implementation of a 
1975 U.N. resolution that called 
for the wiUldrawal of U.S. 
troops from South Korea and 
the abolition of the U.N. 
command headquarters at 
Panmunjon, in the 
Demilitarized Zone that 
divides the two Koreas. 
In WaShington, a senior U.S. 
official said the United States 
is prepared to take unspecified 
steps - presuambly related to 
trade or diplomatic contact-
to improve relations with 
North Korea and encourage 
=~~~:t ~~f du~~ 
that exist there." 
r--------~---Coupon-------------I 
I COCHRAN'S AMOCO I 
I I 
: Aa* ...... Oil, Lube and Filter I 
• -AMOCO 
~"""'" Special $9.95 ~ ~ 
8 Most American Cars 
o 
:3 
i 
: 600 E. Main ~olJPon Necessary/ Phi : 
I Carbondalf! Explrqs 10131188 549-57331 1 ____________ c~p~ ____________ J
~"0 ... 'i\J~iI1I!J p.~~" . Free PiUS! '. ., FREE Small Chee~e Pizzo with order of 
"The Best Around" lG. 2 Ingredient Pizza 
limit 1 per order 
Pick-Up or Delivery 
Grand Ave. ~"all 549-7811 Carbondale 
r~T:'iliD'S"'1 
i Good Cheap i i Fanl I 
- I , ~ 
- I , ~ 
- I ~ ~ 
- , 
- -
, All Day All "ltv '-
= 111 ". Washington 529·] ! 
~------------------------~ 
Oatmeal 
Bread 
8Se 
CRlSTAUOO~ 
KOPIES & MORE 
Copies 
All the Time 
607 S. ILUNO'S AVE. 
5295679 
Where can you find DECREASES and 
It~CREASES at the same time? 
p... 
FASHION DESIGNS 
We have DECREASED our overhead 
in order to INCREASE YOUR SAVINGS 
NOW OPEN 9am-7pm 
Thursday-Friday-Saturday 
-ONLY-
-Less overhead means greater savings 
-Same great name brands 
-Same helpful service 
-Same liberal exchange policies 
II 
:1 FASHION DESIGNS 
Hours: Thurs, Frj & Sat 
9am-7pm 
608 s. IIIinois·Carbondale 
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Newswrap 
world Ination 
Soldiers kill Arab youths, 
I wound U.S. photographer 
JERUSALEM (UPI) - Israeli soldiers killed two Palestinian i youths and wounded an American news photographer Tuesday 
! when violent clashes erupted in the West Bank's largest city, 
I Nablus, following a visit by Defense Minister Yitzhak Rabin. One 
of the slain youths was a 5-year-old boy who had been shot three 
i times, Palestinian sources said. Neal Cassidy, 37, who worked 
I for the Berkeley, Calif., publication Frontline, was wounded in 
I the thigh. 
Iran ships fresh volunteers to quiet war zone 
MANAMA, Bahrain (upl) - Iran, shipping fresh volunteers 
to a war zone made quiet by a fragile truce, said Tuesday it is 
maintaining combat rendiness in what diplomats ;:alltld "carrot 
and stick" tactics aimed &t rekindling stalled ~ce talks with 
Iraq. Iranian strongman Ali Akbar HasheIDl Rafsanjani. in 
comments over Tehran Radio after a tour of war-devastated 
border areas, said Iran is "neither in a state of war nor in a state 
of peace, and the possibility exists that th! war will start again." 
President: Nationalism could hurt Yugoslavia 
BELGRADE. Yugoslavia (UP!) - President Rai! Dezdarevic 
warned at an angry crisis summit of the country's Communist 
Party leadership Tuesday that militant nationalism could 
destroy the unity of Yugoslavia. "We are cutting the branch we 
are sitting on," he told the 165 delegates of the party's Central 
Committee. 
Government, trade union quibble oyer talks 
WARSAW, Poland (UP!) - The communist government and 
the outlawed Soiidarity trade union accused each other Tuesday 
of attempting to torpedo talks on political reforms that include 
possible restoration of the union's legal status. "It is hard to talk 
with those who want to hang us," gove."IlIIlent spokesman Jerzy 
Urban told reporters, referring to the clashes in Gdansk Sunday 
between police and demonstrators in some of the worst violence 
in six years. 
Major .ssues unseHled for U.S., Phfllpplnes 
I WASHINGTON (UP!) - Both sides agree that major issues 
I remain unsettled after the United States and the Philippines signed a tw~)'ear interim agreement Monday for continued use of U.S. military bases. In signing the memorandum of 
agreement in the State Department's Treaty Room, Secretary of 
State George Shultz and Philippines Foreign Minister Raul 
Manglapus said Monday their countries "are keeping their 
options open" for the future, when the basic agreement on 
American use of Clark Air Base and Subic Naval base expires. 
Experts: Maternity health system needs work 
WASlllNGTON (UPI) - Nearly one out cl three American 
babies are born to mothers deprived of adequate prenatal care 
and the "fundamentally flawed" maternity health system needs 
a major overhaul. medical experts warned Tuesday. A com-
mittee of the Institute of Medicine - a branch of the National 
Academy of Sciences - said in a report that just 68 percent of 
pregnant women obtained timely and adequate prenatal care in 
1985, and blamed the IC'W figure in part on the high cost of 
adequate prenatal care. 
Soviets witness destruction of cruise missiles 
TUCSON, Ariz. (UP!) - A Soviet inspection team arrived at 
~!:;~~~~ th~ f~~~.S.B~~=Iies toun:~e::e tt:: 
termediate Nuclear Forces Treaty. The Soviets stepped into 
bright sunlight from a C-141 transport plane that carried them to 
Tucson from Travis Air Force Base in Californ~. They posed for 
pictures but had no comments for the news media, 
Firefighters assisted by failing temperatures 
LOS ANGELES (UPI) - More than 1,000 firefighters, assisted 
by falling temperatures and rising huuuility, took the offensive 
Tuesday against a 3,300-acre brush fire that had threatened 
homes and a wildlife shelter. The blaze was triggered Sunday by 
a child playing with matches at a campground surrounded by 
bone-dry chaparral in the Angeles National Forest 25 miles 
northwest of downtown Los Angeles. 
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.11909 graduate of University 
, thought to be oldest alumna 
,: 
May Oora.y, 102, I~ thought t, be the oldeat living alumna of 
the Unlv.ralty. Ocraey graduated from the Unlv.ralty In 1909, 
with 30 othera, when It waa called Southern IIl1nola Normal 
Unlv.ralty and uaed by the atat. to train teachera. Th. tuition 
then waa lIated aa S3 for aummer, S8 for the fall, and $8 for 
aprlng. 
By Mike Marclnkowakl 
Student Writer 
May Dorsey, 'i 102-year-old 
SIU alumna, says concern 
over her health will keep her 
from attending Homecoming 
ceremonies this year. 
Dorsey is a member of the 
class of 1909 and the Univer-
sity's oldest living aiumna, at 
leas~ by the best guesses of her 
and the SIU Alumni 
Association. 
When Dorsey attended, the 
sc~ool was called Southern 
Illinois Normal University 
and was primarily used b~ the 
state as a teacher traming 
school. 
The 1908-09 SINU Bulletin 
lists tuition rates of $3 for the 
summer term, $8 for the fall 
=~n~:!~r ~eas~~s~:~ 
just 31 stud(:nts in Dorsey's 
graduating class. 
DORSEY DOESN'T get out 
of her Carbondale home much 
anymore, but did attend 
Homecoming 1986 in 
celebration of her 100th bir-
thday. She has lived in Car-
bondale on and off since 1898, 
anJ as might be expt:Cted, has 
seen a great deal of growth and 
change in the town and the 
University. 
"One summer we hac! 350 
students and we thought we 
were doing fine," Dorsey said. 
Enrollment is now more than 
25,000. 
One of the first tasks today's 
students face is locating all 
their classes, but a five-
building campus eased that 
chQre for Dorsey. 
" All my classes were in 
Altgeld or Old Main," she said, 
"and the only other strnctures 
on campus were Allen Hall, 
where English was taught, 
Parkinson Hall, where science 
was taught and Wheeler Hall, 
which housed the library. " 
THE UNIVERSITY has 
since added dozens of 
buildings. But, Dorsey said it 
also has taken out a lot of 
discipline. 
"We had classes everyday, 
five days a week," she said. 
"Once when my father was 
teaching at the Bridge School, 
two or three miles east of town, 
they had a box supper and 
:r.de to pay for a school 
"Well, during the hayride, it 
started to rain and the driver 
parked under a covered 
bridge. That Monday, 
everybody on the hayride got 
called in to Dr. Parkinson's 
office. He wanted to know what 
we were doinll out there at that 
time of night.~' 
A 1908-&9 Bulletin from 
Morris Library'S Special 
Collections department gives 
more examples of expected 
student conduct. Regular 
church attendan.:e was - en-
couraged "to counteract the 
growing tendency toward 
Sabbath desecration. ,. 
Students were reminded to 
"write frequently to home 
~o~!~:" especially your 
The book describes 1909 
Carbondale, too: 
"A town ofabout 5,000, it has 
~rhaps fewer temptations to 
Idleness, all.d combines 
reli~ious and educatiofial 
priVL1~es in a degree greater 
than the average towns and 
cities of its size. Carbondale 
has no saloons." 
Dorsey agreed that Car-
bondale was no party town 
during her college days. 
"MOST STliDENTS went 
home to their farms and 
worked on weekends," she 
said. "There wasn't anything 
to do. We didn't have any fun. 
Wp'd take a stroll on campus 
sometimes 01' Sunday af-
ternoon, just to see if it was all 
there, I guess. " 
After receiving her teaching 
certification from SINU, 
Dorsey went to music school in 
Indianapolis and then taught 
music in Indiana t:lementary 
and secondary schoois for 
more than 30 years. She then 
returned to her Carbondale 
home to live with her mother. 
DORSEY, WHO has always 
been single, now lives alone in 
the house. She attends the 
:nd~~~~~i!~~U:~~~ 
discussion class on Sundays. 
She plays piano for her own 
pleasure and entoys all ~inds 
~~:;, d=~t k~:W a~: 
about "new music." 
Would she attend SIU-C 
today'? 
"We wr~re just looking for a 
plain e'.1ucation back then," 
she said. " /\ little English, 
history, geography, Latin and 
science. That was about it. 
With the changing of world 
times, the requirements are so 
many more. I don't know." 
UP:THE HIGHER EDUCATION UNION 
University Professionals, an affiliate of the Illinois Federation of 
Tp.achers, is 1'H.E higher education union in Illinois. The ba$' . 
agents at six of the twelve public universities in Illinois and . 'tY of 
the thirty-nine community colleges are all affiliated with the . 
Because we have had this strong appeal among college and university 
faculty, we are in the best position to represent higher education in 
Springfield. 
One of these unions, the University Professionals of Illinois, Local 
4100, just recently completed negotiations in the five-campus Board of 
Governor's system. The contract, ratified by a 3 to 1 vote of all 
members of the unit (not just by union members), granted, among 
other things, a 9.5 % two-stage salary incree.se to be paid this year. In 
addition, the contract provided substantial increases for promotions 
(added to, not subtracted from, the 9.5 %). Bargaining has clearly paid 
off for the people in the BOG system. 
But, ask some, why not vote for the other union-the IEA/NEA? 
Isn't one just as good as the next'? The EA does indeed represent 
faculties at some universities in other states. However, they are 
generally perceived as a K-12 union. Out of their national membership 
of over 1.9 million not even three percent are in higher education while 
the.'.FT has 20 percent of its membership in colleges and universities. 
In Illinois the lEA with the exception of five community colleges, 
does not bargain for hlgher education, although they desperately want 
to. Indeed, the NEA and lEA have spent so much on this campaign that 
l~e huge amounts the university has spent to fight collective 
bargaining look meager by comparison. With five staff assigned to SIU 
on a more-or-Iess full-time basis, they have spent, according to our 
estimates, about $350,000 per year for the last four years. Frequent 
mailings costing about $50,000 per year (according to their own 
spokesman), barbecues, tailgate parties, wine and cheese receptions 
have contributed to a price tag probably exceeding $1,250,000. 
The UP has been receiving organizing assistance from the AFT and 
1FT for over a decad~, but even now, when our campaign expenses are 
at their peak, we blush to think how modest our outl8ys are. Our major 
expenses are a part-time office manager, an office, and printing and 
postage-all of which amounts to about $15,000 annually. However, 
UP's strength derives from its member's volunteer activities not from 
the lavish outlays of money. Because we have codidence that our 
membership will grow and sustain the union, we have been able to 
make a pledge nof to negotiate a fair-share assessment, a provision 
that would have required non-members to make dues payments. The 
IEA/NEA has made no such pledge. 
The distinction between the two organizations is clear. We have been 
worltin~ to get collective bargaining at SIU for a!most two decades; we 
are affiliated with the only other union in the state that represents 
faculty in four-year universities; we are a grass-roots driven 
orgaruzation. The lEA /NEA has made its appearance twi~e during 
the last decade (both times only when it appeared there was a chance 
for an election); lEA /NEA does not bargain for faculty or staff in 
Illinois higher education; and by the reported admission of one of their 
national staff-"We're not in the business of getting members." 
Collective bargaining can win at SIU, but its best chance of success is 
if its supporters back one horse, the one meriting the trust and con-
fidence of SIU employees-the University Professionals. 
Questions? Call us. 
Dave Gobert 
6-5571 
John Pohlmann 
6-7763 
Judy Aydt 
6-5571 
John Snyder 
6-5371 
Tom Schill 
6-2301 
1J8i1y Egy¢an 
Opinion & Commentary 
St..loent Edrtor·ln·Chiel, ,John Baldwin; Editorial Page Edrtor, Richard Nunez; 
Associate EditOfiaJ Page Eo!!or, Jacke P. HfJITlpton; Acijng Managing Editor, Wanda 
M..ms. 
Men, Women must 
Take Back the Night 
ARE YOU a lonely male, seeking a stable, loving 
relationship with a person of the opposite sex? The odds 
are against you. 
Forget the fact that there are 12,652 males on campus, 
compared to 8,899 females, Consider these more startling 
facts. 
The University's campus security office offers advice 
for women to ensure their safety. The adVlce covers every 
aspect of a woman's life-on campus, while walking, at 
home and while driving. 
Police advice women to dead-bolt their doors, avoid 
solitude, refuse to give out personal information to 
strangers, and take other measures that collectively 
POLLS 
('~ 
i 
I\~ .\ 
. ",' ~,iJ,.~ 
~~~ach the security of a maximum-security peniten- Letters 
WE SUPPORT these measures. Right now, they are a 
woman's best defense against sexual assault. The well-
intended male will find his attempts to interact with 
women virtually thwarted if all these measures are taken. 
'fhe facts of rape are more startling tlutn these drastic 
safety measures, 
Kent State University psychologist Mary Koss studiei 
6,200 male and female students on 32 college campuses, 
Time magazine reported in March 1987, 
Koss found that 15 percent of all women reported ex-
periences that met the legal definition of ra~. 
The 1981 edition of Black's Law Dictionary defines ra~, 
in par~ as the act of sexual intercourse committed by a 
man WIth a woman not his wife and without her consent, 
committed when the woman's resistance is overcome by 
force or fear, or under oUler prohibitive conditions. 
Cornell University lecturer Andrea Parrot estimai:ed. 
that 20 percent of women at two campuses she surveyed 
had been forced into sex during their college years or 
before, according to Time. 
A survey conducted in 1983 among 830 freshman and 
sophomores at SIU-C cf'ncluded that 12 percent of students 
believed they had sexual relations against their will within 
the last 30 days, 71 percent of women believed that they 
had been coerced into sex, 4S percent of the men believed 
they had been involved in coercive sex and 8 percent said 
they had used force to obtain sex. 
WHETHER THE STATISTICS are entirely accurate is 
immaterial in light of the atmosphere of fear that 
prevades the minds of some women. At SIU-C there are 
Brightway Paths, Night Safety Vans, Women's Night 
Transit, self-defense classes for women, the Program lor 
Rape Education and Prevention and a speaker's bureau 
sponsored by Women's Services that covers date rape and 
assertiveness training among other topics. 
Suzanne Powell, a representative 01 Women's Services, 
said these programs can reduce the liklihood of rape, but 
not the threat of rape. Sometimes, she said, women can 
develop a sense of invulnerability that often helps promote 
the rape myths that those programs are designed to ex-
plode, 
"There's it myth that if I abide by this behavior, avoid 
dark paths and park only in lighted lots, I am in-
vulnerable," she said. "That myth contributes to the belief 
that if a woman does not do all the things she can to 
prevent rape, she is somehow responsible if she is at-
tacked." 
WOMEN'S SERVICES supports the theory that rape can 
only be prevented entirely by changing the attitua.es of 
men. Powell said men have been programmed by society 
to believe that having sexual relations proves their 
masculini ty. 
There is nothing wrong with a healthy sexual relation-
ship. Sometimes, the means, such as force, employed in 
pursuit of sexual relations have nothing to do with a 
bealthy relationship. 
There are many false beliefs the women must overcoma. 
Women who participate in rallies, such as Take Back the 
Nite Friday in Carbondale, are often labeled lesbians. 
That is the kind of sense of humor that the women must 
overcome. 
For those men who do not believe their fellllW man is 
ca~t~e of suel. ~~.:!vior, the women invite them to par-
tiClpa te in the Brother Peace Rally Thursday, which 
clL'minates with the men joining women for the final leg of 
the Take Back the Night march Friday. 
Perhaps the 'Nomen are right. Perhaps men must walk 
along on the march and hez.r the jeers that ccme from ,men 
in the bars and alor.· th~ sidewalks of South IllInOIS 
A ~'enue to understand wha. t the women are going through 
CG~~;~:ft?tQ~~.:~~~Jc;:::~~~ :'}~~d;~;~;d,;m~~t.s in that 
PF..ge <. TJ?ily EtIV~)t:8.Z1. O~l~t::!' l~. 1 (~:.t~ 
. , .'! ; ! ~ . 
'Punchline' review misses the point, 
movie has not had time to 'bomb' 
"Punchline" seriou!ily 
bombs? the movie has not been 
out long enough to be deemed a 
failure either in the box office 
or in the dramatic sense. As 
far as being critiqued by 
Kathleen DeBo, I have come to 
realize her incompetence from 
reading the "Puncbline" and 
"Dead Ringers" reviews. 
I bring up DeBo's review of 
"Dead Ringers" because it 
shows her lack of attention 
when viewmg these movies. 
She mentioned a scene about a 
gynecological operation on a 
man that made the audience 
very uncomfortable. There 
was no such scene, The person 
I saw the film with concUrred. 
In her "Puncbline" review, 
she mentions Steven, played 
by Tom Hanks, for only one 
paragraph (four lines), aud all 
that says is he "criticizes her 
(Sally Fields') husband," and 
he (Steven), "is just a child 
wanting her attention." If y()U 
want to see Hanks in ODe of b.ts 
finest performances bolt- ill 
comedy and drama, this is the 
movie to see. Hanks had tap 
billing, one of the two lead 
roles, and yet he gets four lines 
of print? 
DeBo also mentions the fact 
that Lilah (Sally Fields), after 
wiIming a comedy contest, 
gives up her shot on the 
Tonight Show 80 that Steven 
can win by default. DeBo says 
that this is a huge career 
mistake for Lilah, but Lilah 
herself told her husband aile 
only wanted to be a wife, a 
mother, and to make people 
laugh. 
No aspirations to fr.me were 
mentioned by her unlike 
Steven. DeBo makes a point 
aOOutthecrunpetiti~butthat 
is irrelevent to the movie (it 
gets six lines I ~t add). I 
could see ber point if the whole 
movie built up to the contest in 
the end, but it did not. this is a 
story about crunedy, and the 
comics who do stand up, not 
about competition for laughs. 
If I followed DeBo's reviews, 
and used them to choose what 
movies I wanted to see in the 
theater (better mood than on 
video), I would find myself 
missing movies of any com-
plexity because of Debo's lack 
\)f cinematic sense. She has to 
realize tha t she has a 
responsibility to the readers of 
the Daily Egyptian to give a 
more than balf-hearted 
review. I am not criticizing ber 
opinion, just her ability to 
relate to others what a movie 
is about. If· she catmet ac-
complish this, perhaps the 
D.E. should look elsewhere for 
a movie critic. -Brian Tid-
more, junior, cinema and 
photograpby. 
Ree should make more room for aerobics 
As b •• .ients utilizing the 
Recrer.uon Center faCilities, 
we strongly object to the Rec 
cP..nter's new policy of limiting 
participants in Aerobics 
classes. We understand the 
reasoning of ensuring our 
safety as the justification for 
the policy, 
However, we do not un-
derstand the reasoning for not 
increasing the space allotted 
for the classes, At the Tuesday 
5 p.m. advanced aerobics 
class, approximatelr 150 
participants were confmed to 
one-third of the gym while 20 to 
25 participants in basketball or 
volleyball enjoyed two-thirds 
of the gym, not to mention the 
fact that 10 or so of the 
basketball players took time 
Until the new addition to the Rec Center is 
completed we ask for the more popular 
recreations to be allotted more space. 
out ro watch the aerobics class. 
Kathy Rankin, coordinator 
of intramural rec sports, said 
tha t the 100 or so studenta 
involved in certain (in-
tramural?) sports needed the 
majority of the gym. 
We ask that whomever 
determinES which activities 
will be allotted what space 
take into consideration t!te 
number of participants for 
each_ activit}'. It seems jl bit 
out of whack to have 20 or so 
people using the equivalent of 
two full-length basketball 
courts for one hour while 150 or 
so students-faculty-staff use 
one full-length basketbal! 
court. Is it not possible to 
utilize the facilities at Davies 
Gym and-or the Arena? Until 
the new addition to the Rec 
Center is compieted, we ask 
~'1\?0~ ::::llort!f~~r! 
space. - Kathy Ruszay. 
graduate student, political 
science, and Wendy Heintz, 
senior, psycbolOi!v. 
Republicans tum backs on older Americans 
I am writing in response to 
assertions made by the Bush-
Quayle campalgn with respect 
to the Dukakis-Bentsen record 
on older AmercallS. Mike 
Dukakis and Uoyd Bentsen 
have worked h:trd on behaH of 
older Americans and will 
continue to do so once elected. 
Governer Dukakis and 
Senator Bentsen have always 
supported Social Security and 
Social Security cost-of.living 
increases. They understand 
t!-a t many of our oldEr 
Americans eely on their Social 
Se(:~rl ty ~heck ., s thei.r 
monthly income. They un-
derstand that our older 
Americans need the money 
that they paid into the system. 
They worked hard to make 
America a better place to live 
and we cannot turn our backs 
on our older Americans, 
Unfortunately, the Bush-
Quayle team has consistently 
fOllght cost-of-living increases 
to our Social Security 
recipients. Bush-Quayle have 
consistently fought measures 
that would provide better and 
much nE"eded housing for our 
older Americans. Lastly, 
Bush-Quayle have failed to 
understand that many of our 
elderly need catastrophiC 
health care. 
That is why Mike Dukakis 
and Lloyd Bentsen are needed 
in the White House, They 
understand the problems and 
concerns of our older 
Am"ricans and they will work 
on behalf of older Americans. 
8USh-Qua~e will not. That is 
;~~~rftic n te~Om s~r~:a~~: 
Bentsen this No\'. 8, 1988. -
Bruce L. ~irnrick. Uni"ersitv 
Heights, Carbondr.le. . 
Viewpoint 
The lines at the ATMs has its own 
interesting codes of human behavior 
By Bill FAand.' 
&0.", Frenclaco Examiner 
MODERN PEOPLE don't 
mind talking publici aOOut 
sex anti politics. In ract, it's 
sometimes hard to shut 'em 
~Cr:~eyin hC::~,W~U: 
why the automated teller 
machine is one of the most 
sociologically interesting 
inventio~ of our time. 
What we do at ATMs is 
engage in a very private act-
intercourse with our money -
:&,!b~~r:J'sw::e th~~ u: 
watch us beg for our 
allowance. This paradoxical 
situation bas given rise to 
fascinating rituals and c~ing 
behaviors. 
Most of us recall talking on a 
pay telephone while someone 
:t!~~ c%:.~~~I~Yu1tw~~ 
had to turn away, cup our 
hands over the mouthpiece and 
continue our CO(lversa~Ot. in 
an irritated whisper. 
INTERESTING THAT the 
same people who stand 
shoulder-to-sboulder with us 
when we're talking on the 
pbone give us enormous 
amounts of room when we're 
milking money from an ATM. 
The di.slance between an 
A TM user and the next person 
in line is the most space 
granted strangers in our 
crawded urban environment. 
N:>t just physical space, 
either. People waiting in ATM 
lines do their polite darnedest 
not to look directly at the A TM 
and its c!'rrent user. Standing 
in one of these lines reminds 
Letters 
me of visiting a nude beach. 
~JI:,,~ee~t = :U~~ 
the natizal po:r:of interest-
and to make sure everyOllP 
else sees them not looltW,&. 
This feigned ignorance of 
what's happening right in front 
of us k:lls the convivial fellow-
feeling that exists in other 
lines. I've tried to start con-
versations in ATM lines. It's 
easier to initiate breezy 
repartee in a crowded high-
rise elevator, where by federal 
law everyone must stare 
uncomfortably at the little 
numbers above the door. 
IN TERMS of public 
ridicule, tUing too long at an 
ATM ranks about equally with 
slipping on a ~na peel and 
f~lliIUI: on one's behind. Once 
we've noticed that the previous 
user is finished - we are 
granted six nanoseconds to 
realize this - it's imperative 
that we get up there and use 
the machine as quickly as 
digitally possible. 
As it hap~, ATMs do not 
work as swiftly as the human 
finger. So there are moments 
during the transaction when 
WE are m.dy to proceed but 
the IDRclIine is not. Although 
no one behind us in line is 
supposed to be pa)'~ ~ 
slightest attention, It is 
required that we pantomime 
our helplessness in the face of 
this sluggish piece of elec-
tronics. 
I'VE MASTERED this by 
combining three ~viors: 
1. Stare upward, away from 
lEA's tactir,s questioned 
I must express my concerns 
over the ia<..k. of facts about 
dues and finauces generated 
by tbe lEA-l'IlEA in its 
promotional activities. I would 
like them to address the 
following concerns: 
1. Whose dues are paying for 
the multiple mailings that I 
and every faculty have stuffed 
in our maillJoxes two to three 
times a week'! I'm sure that 
the budget of the local 
organizing group is not up to 
such a tas\::. Does it come OIOt of 
the $300 plus dues payed by 
members in other states? 
Would my dues go to bUch 
activities m other states? 
2. Will the local lEA disclose 
their budget which will ac-
count for all sources of income 
for the present paper mill of 
organizing activities'! 
3. lEA bas expected that 
their ~aper mill will be 
main tamed by my own 
department in costs that are 
hidden, yet real, suche.s: 
A. Time for secretarial help 
to distribute the mailings in 
faculty post-office boxes. 
B. Pbysical Plant em-
ployees back strain from lif-
ting, carrying and dumping 
the wast«: baskets filled with 
unopen mailings. 
C. Time and the emotional 
rage that fills some of WI as we 
see yet another one of those 
blue--printed IEA-NEA en-
velopes which will be 
discarded again into the cir-
cular file - waste basket. 
My present professional 
dues in nursing, public health 
and bealth education total $600 
to $700 annually. I lim com-
fortable with my dves to my 
professional orga4i7~tions. I 
know that my mooiflS are not 
being spent in some other state 
to "educate I! r!:!luctant 
!:~tZ~fi. :u~:~~~: u!:i 
by the local lEA Committee 
have served them well in 
disenfranchising professionals 
like myself, from believing in 
the worthwbileness of lEA as a 
professional organization. 
lEA's persistence in mailing 
to non-responding faculty 
indicates a lack of respect for 
our cboice not to be interested 
in the drum beats of its 
organization. Such tactics may 
work well with other groupe of 
laborers, but do not bode well 
in academia. 
I cannot vote for an 
~r::ao!: f:~ o~~:! 
wbose members in all good 
faith joined NEA to benefit 
their local units. Do the 
members in other states know 
you use theae tactics? 
bl:Wdi:i ~=:: t:!~r: 
generated by the insensitive 
0!'fanizing committee of IEA-
NEA at SIU-C. - Allee Heel, 
81111taat profellor, AWed 
Health Careers, College of 
Teehnka. Clll'Ml'I. 
the screen. 
2. Spread arms and place 
them on t"ither side of the A TM 
enclosure to suggest that I'd 
::n %e~=J~er~:n~r 
3. Cock right hand over the 
ATM's keypad, tapping index 
finger rapidly in all' to show 
I've got my end of the de-al 
together. Obviously, it's wise 
to alternate steps 2 and 3 
unless you have three arms. 
Once in a while, A TId users 
are going to run into someone 
wbo doesn't know the rules. 
This happens. The ~orant 
ATM user will take his or her 
sweet tim~ at the keypad, or 
not have the de~it envelope 
rec.dy. Tbre might be 80nE 
trouble entering the magic 
numbers. Once in a while, the 
:::dc:~~ ;ruts:~~:~ 
in more than the two times 
allow&ble. Then there are 
those wbo get their money and 
use the A TM as a desk to enter 
the withdrawal in their check 
books. 
ENCOUNTERING AN ATM 
illiterate is the only time 
people in ATM lines are 
allowed to acknowledge each 
other's existence. In a srcially 
bonding and rule-validating 
exercise, we glance at eacli 
other (for no more than a 
second! ), roll our eyes u~ward 
and twitch our cheeks m the 
tiniest smile of complicity. 
'i'hat's it. Directly af-
terward, we must return 
immediately to the soFtary 
mental world whence we 
came. The sanctity of our 
money requires no less. 
USG airing I 
dirty laundry \ 
On the negative press 
cncerning the USG. The 
students should want to 
get involved, because 
priorities are misguided 
where the student body is 
concerned. 
It seems to me that 
SIU-C stuGents would 
rather maintain their 
party status at the Strip 
than to wonder about the 
USG party struggles. 
Who cares'! 
Students, here is your 
chance to prove me 
wrong. On Oct. 20, at five 
p.m. in Ballrooom B, 
S!. ttend the panel 
disCUSSion with the USG 
and President John 
Guyon. 
I care and my 
suggestion to the 
members of the USG is, 
"Clea'l up your in-house 
messes privately and do 
not wave your dirty 
laundry in public." 
ThOlle members that do 
not have the students' 
concerns at beart, .,lease 
resign and let someone 
wbo wants to serve have 
your seat. Tbe USG, like 
a lot of otber 
organizations on campus, 
is voluntary. - Roberts 
Glasper, f~eshmeb, 
social work. 
"Ie' ARHOI.IZ'SMARKET 
"1 
'. '_nquet .rled Chicken 21b box '2.99 
'Ield Platter Style lacon '1.49/Ib 
l lkrlCh Virginia Style Ham '3.29/1b . ....n Hamburger Pattie. '1.59 lib r-t-...<-., ......... ..,;;..-., • Locatecllult 1 V. mil .. lOuth of rr ........ .,..:..,..;.,;.-rr C IImpul on 51. Open 7 day. a w.'.k\fir~~;:;::==~1 t 7amto lOpm 
. .,. 
Break Away Tours 
(Student Expressj 
BU.1SeS GO'r.1g To: Decatur, 
Springfield, 
and NOl"\:ll bound to Chlcago and Champaign. 
Cor;" 'nient Pick Up and Arrival Points! 
114 N. lIIinol~' Coli 549-8287 
(Up Stoi For Bus Schedules 
LAROMfi·S PIZZA 
Wednesday Special 
LARGE 1 ITEM 
& 2-32 oz. ~epsi~ 
o LY~!-¥~ 
$• ~}~ II "f) 
Open For Lunch Deliverv 
Mon-Sat \ lam 
Wedneoclay ~ial not valid witk "~y 
other coupon., I,.,;. "ub.titutions. 
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GAME,---
from Page 1 
market at 8:30 a.m. 
Students, using the major 
stock exchanges, call a 
toll free number to place 
their orders with a real 
fuI! service brokerage 
firm set up for the event. 
The ctject is simple-
make money, but be 
careful not to lose your 
shift. The game ends on 
Feb. 28 at 4 p.m. with the 
closing of the stock 
market. 
Lisa Nollet, market 
anri. saies director of Wall 
Str~t Games, said the 
game was intended to 
provide students with 
working experience of 
thE'! stock market. 
The Wall Street 
Games, founded by Tim 
Demello, developed a 
game called The Blue 
~~\krE1~~'!;t. ~~thwa~ 
aVClilable for education, 
account executive 
training, and through 
retailers. 
Nollet said the AT&T 
CoUegia te Investment 
Challenge is a shorter 
'/ersion of the Blue Chip 
E~ition, which ran a full 
year. 
leJ;::S"N~~~r:~ ~k ~~ 
losing real money," she 
said. "About 987 colleges 
are participating" 
John Wright, a junior 
in finance, is a par-
ticipant in the game. He 
hopes to get into in-
ternational banking after 
graduating. 
"T!le game is super 
realistic," he said. "The 
game is set up just like 
the real thing.' 
Wright explained that 
two strategies can be 
used to make money 
when buying stocks. An 
ir.vestor can either sell 
short, or buy long. 
"Selling short' involves 
borrowing stock from the 
brokerage firm. You sell 
the stock at a price, 
betting that it will go 
down in value. When it 
does, you buy back the 
stock at the lower price. 
You then pocket the 
difference and return the 
stock to the brokerage 
firm with a small interest 
rate," he said. 
When lending stock for 
this purpose, brokerage 
firms usually require tlie 
investor to have at least 
25 percent of the value of 
the stock they are 
borrowing in cash, 
Wright said. 
This is called the 
percent to leverage ratio. 
Wright said it was llSed to 
keep some control over 
speculation in the 
market. 
Jf the investor is 
W(ong, and the price 
rises, a margin call is put 
into effect. This requires 
that the in· .. estor pay the 
amOUN the stock russ 
risen. But a margin call 
works both ways, 
whether the investor bets 
that the stock is going to 
rise in the near future 
and it falls, or whether 
the stock is expected to 
fall and it rises in value. 
"The other way is to 
buy long. That's when 
you buy a stock and hold 
onto it. hoping that it will 
go up in price. You sell it 
at a later time lor a 
profit," Wright snid. 
Candidates 
to debate 
on campus 
Candidates for the office of 
Jackson County State's At-
torney will meet in a public 
deba te at 7: 30 tonight. 
The deba te, sponsored by the 
Jackson County League of 
'" amen Voters and the Student 
Bar Association, will be held in 
the law scbool auditorium. 
Running for the position are 
Democrat Charles "Chuck" 
Grace and Republican Mike 
Maurizio. 
Tbe hour-long debate will 
include questions from the 
audience and a panel con-
sisting of William Schroeder 
and Howard Eisenberg, both 
law school faculty members. 
John A. Logan 
sponsors exhibit 
of Australian art 
John A. Logan College is 
sponsoring an art exhibit and 
folk singer as part of the 
Australian Bicentennial. The 
exhibit runs through Nov. 3. 
Australian folk singer Seona 
McDowell will appear in the 
Humanities Center Theater at 
7:3a p.m. Friday. Admission is 
$4. 
* .*~~ .. * '" *" ,* .... l tgy~tia~ Dr!ye-I~',l 
: .... , ..... tow.-.(.Q.Airpoit ", 
Fridav Saturdav Sunday 
1.Cocktan (R) 
2.Blg 
Bu.lDe.. (PG) 
SIMON, from Page 1_1 ~: Jam .. 
Brown is retiring June 30. This 
information was incorrectly 
stated in Friday's Daily 
Egyptian. 
incluUing a respect for the 
Pl"t!Sll. 
"You b1lve to watch the 
press:' Simon said, adding 
that members 0: the press 
corps were always looking 
for "skeletons in your 
closet." 
Simon said the search 
went too far when they 
began aski.ng questions 
about the adoption of their 
sanMartin. 
"Some things are quite 
private," she said. 
Simon said most 
questions were fair, but said 
some were truly off the 
wall. 
She laughed when she 
said 0I1(l of the questions 
asked of her h!18band was 
"IT you were to COine back 
to earth as a bird, what bird 
would it be?" 
Simon showed she had a 
mixed reaction for the press 
and their role in national 
politics when she opened 
her talk by asking if anyone 
representing the media was 
present. 
"You have to make sure 
there is someone there to 
record what you say or to 
take a picture. It Simon said. 
She also said the press 
was right in their early 
investigations into fIe 
private life of Republican 
vice presidential candidate 
Dan Quayle. 
Simon described the role 
of the fir&t lady as be~ 
"exceedingly important,' 
and said the wife of the next 
president should take an 
extreme interest in the 
issues. 
She also said they sbould 
act as the "eyel!l and ears for 
the president" when they 
travel. 
Simon said Nancy 
Reagan's involvement in 
areas outside her role as 
first lady takes away from 
the position. 
SlJDon is presently writing 
a book about the 1988 
~~~N:~~ :::rl':f!: 
Scarlet was the name given 
to Paul Simon by the Secret 
Service hired to protect 
him. 
ha~t;nthe~f~~~ 
"I'm planning a fifty state 
tour to promote it when it's 
done," she said jokingly. 
"Down on Your Luck." the 
cassette being made. by 
Wrightracks RecordlDg 
Studio is not the first album or 
cassette produced in the 
Carbondale area. This in-
format!on was incorrectly 
stated in Tuesday's Daily 
Egyptian. 
Chris Shaw of the Flying 
Salukis won the Top Pilot 
Award at a flying competition 
held over the weekend. This 
information was incorredly 
stated in Tuesday's Daily 
Egyptian. 
Funeral services for 
Florence Rosen will be at 10 
a.m. today at Huffman-Harker 
Funeral Home. 210 W. Oak St. 
This information was in-
correctly stated in Tuesday's 
Daily Egyptian. 
0ty Mall The vniverSl -brating Its 
o cele t'V IS VersaIJ 
14th An~~ a" quality 
°th ·ST~· WI 0 g 
bY hosun anden 
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GRANTS, from Page 1 --
Faculty tend to get 
promotions based on 
publications and· it seems 
easier to publish in new 
knowledge areas rather than 
new teaching tools, Hawse 
said. 
"Very few people get hired 
by Harvard because they're 
good teachers," he said. 
"There is a hierarchy of 
schools in the United States 
and schools tend to be graded 
based on research. 
"It is easier to evaluate the 
quality of the research than 
the uality of the teaching. Whit:~ is easier: to grade a 
pianist on his compositions fir 
on the quality of his students? 
"Faculty want to be at an 
institution that is growing in 
reputation. Even if John Q. 
Public sees it (research) as 
negative, faculty see it .. s 
positive. They bask in 
reflected glory, in a sense." 
Tue grants come from a 
variety of sources that 
sometimes become con-
troversial. 
Stelios ThomopoulOft and 
Ramanara Viswanathan 
received a grant from the 
Office ('{ Naval Research for 
Strategic Defense Initiative 
"Star Wars" research on a ~ 
radar detection system in 1986. 
Harris Rubin received a 
grant in the 19705 for a study 
on the effects of marijuana on 
human sexual arousal and the 
issue caused a national uproar, 
Hawse said. 
Rubin's study became a 
political issue for some Illinois 
congressmen and Johnny 
Carson diJ jokes about it, 
Hawsesairl. 
"It was a standard study but 
people ended up seeing it all a 
chOice between supporting 
~ef!e~e ~:::h::'1e~~~ 
Fant. It also brought up the 
ISSue of academic freedom and 
the extent to which public 
passion should define areas as 
non-researchabie," Hawse 
said. 
Hurricane ravages Colombia 
BOGOTA, Colombia ({WI) 
- Hurricane Joan spawned 
floods Tuesday in Colombia 
that swept away buildings and 
left an estimated 30,000 people 
stranded and an undetermined 
number dead as the stann 
churned west across the 
Caribbean with 9f)-mph winds 
toward Costa Rica and 
Nicaragua. 
Unconfirmed reports by 
witnesses in northern 
Colombia said scores of peoole 
were missing in the raging 
floods and hundreds of homes 
were buried in mud. 
The government said late 
Monday that help and rescue 
teams were being sent to about 
30,000 people cut off by floods 
in towns around Carmen de 
Bolivar, 406 miles north of 
Bogota. Police said floods in 
the area swept away two 
colleges, Ii market building 
and several stores. 
Magdalena Montes Peluffo, 
an fottorney in Carmen de 
Bolivar, told Radio Caracol in 
Bogota that up to 100 people 
disappeared when the River 
Alferez, swollen by two days of 
torrential rain, overflowed its 
banks Tuesday morning. 
The storm was named Oct. 
11 and was declared a 
hurricane Monday night. 
Police Blotter 
Cheryl Robbins, 19, of 2\2 E. 
College St., re~rted som-eone 
entered the reslderce and fotole 
a paycheck, clor-mg and 
jewelry belonging to Robbins 
and her roommates sometime 
between 9 and 11 p.m. Monday, 
Carbondale Police said. 
The paycheck is from the 
World of Oz Child Develop-
ment Foundation, a preschool 
at 611 E. College St., and the 
name on the check if, Felecia 
Veal, police said. Loss was 
estimated aU500. 
SIU-C Security returned a 
wallet to a University Avenu,~ 
resident Sunday, and it was 
reported that $75 was missing 
from the wallet, SIU-C 
Security said. 
Indentification found in the 
wallet belonged to David 
Teafae, 22, of 516 S. University 
Ave., police said. SIU-C 
Security officers returned the 
w&llet, and Teafae said $75 was 
mist:lDg from the wallet. 
Teaiae said the wallet had 
been missing about an hour 
bef~re police returned it, 
pollce said. 
Becky Gal·)tta, 22, of 306 E. 
College St., reported that 
someone entered the residence 
between 5:30 p.m. and 9:22 
p.m. Saturday and stole a 
television, credit cards, 
currency and a blanket, 
Carbondale Police said. 
A suspect in the case is 
described as a black male, 16 
to 19 years old, 5-foot-9-inches 
and wearing blue jeans and a 
dark jacket, police said. 
Loss was estimated aUl00. 
SIUC/IEA-NEA 
DEAL OF TttE WEEK 
10/19-10/25 
•• _ ..... , ... :: Carver Demo 
.. L. 'STEREO Sale 
Save UpTo 
40% 
eAIi Carver Models 
On Sale 
EOltgate Shopping Center Carbondale 
Best Country WMCL 
Weleomes to Southern Illinois 
Chalti" Daniels Band· 
Special 0uest 
"CIMAI{I{Otl" 
Sunday, Nov. 20th 3p.m. & 7 p.m. 
Marion Civic Center. Marion. IL. 
All seats reserved $15.00 
Tickets go on Sale Sat.. Oct.22nd at the Mari(J~' Cvic Cenler 
Fair St. Musicb~ginr; ng at lOa. m. For yo u; convenience 
can order by maiL Send check or money order to 
Charlie Daniels Tickets P.O. Box 1043, DuQuoin. IL 62832 
BEWARE!!! 
We Have Over 100 Different Masks 
-Adults and Kids Costumes 
-Costume Accessories 
-Makn-up and Wigs 
-Party Decor & Balloons 
All Types 
Illinois Education Association-NEA 805A South University Carbondale, Illinois 62901 618/457-2141 
AN ENDORSEMENT FOR COLLECTIVE BARGAINING 
.1 have been a facu~ty member (Professor) at SIUC for the past fourteen years, 
WIth t~n years spent m service to the Faculty Senate, including two years as the 
executive secretary of the Slo!nate. I have also served in numerous committees at 
this University. 
When I came here, the collegial process was a reality, with decisions concerning 
the mission of the University, it:: programs :md governance, being made by faculty. 
The present Situation, however. is another matter. 
The ourgeoning management growth, with its bewildering variety of bureaucratic 
"fl:tnctions" has stripped faculty of any power to implement poliCies. process 
gnevan.ces. and .contr".l the di~lribution of resources at this institution. Respect for 
fa~ulty 15 gIven Ii~ servIce. Th'i! ability of this institution to attract and retain faculty is 
bemg compromISed by the lew morale of faculty at all ranks. A fundamental 
change in direction is needed. 
I and a great m~ny of my faculty colleagues delibE:rately chose the academic life, 
rather t~n the pnvate sector with Its greater financial rewards, because we saw in 
academIa values and ethics and a community commitment which mi!rored our 
own. To sit by and watch the loss of the Intrinsic values that attracted us to an 
academic career in the first place, IS a great betrayd 
I have given a lot of thought to possible ren,edies, and can see only one path, 
given the present set of circumstances. Faculty MUST be given the legal means so 
that they c:an .improve their professional lives. Collective bargaining, with a faculty 
run orgamzation, is the only answer at this time. The authority that has been taken 
away from faculty must be restored in order to preserve the life of this Institution. 
Gary Kolb. President David Stf'vens, Vice Pre~ldent 
Executive Board Members 
Dennis Anderson Gretel Chapman Deborah Greathou'>e Louis Strack 
JJt.CPI. ra~ 
Dr. C.M. Banerjee 
Department of Physiology 
17th Miss Eboness Pageant 
to feature a first in judging 
By Beth Cllvln 
EntertBlnm".lt Eciltor 
The 17~h annual Miss 
Eboness Pageant, sponsored 
by the Alpha Phi Alpha 
fra terni ty, will include 
something new this year. 
E.L. "Pav" Pavledes, 
Student Center building 
manager, will serve as one of 
the judges for the pageant. 
This is the first year for a 
Caucasian to be in that 
position, according to 
Delanders Crochrell, president 
of Alpha Phi Alpna. 
The pageant, to be held at 8 
p.m. Saturday in Shryoclt 
Auditorium, usually includes 
black faculty and staff 
members as judges, Craig 
Knox, contest coordinator of 
the pageant, said. 
Knox said the purpose of the 
contest is to honor black 
women on campus. The 
competition began after two 
black women won the 
Homecoming queen titles in 
1970 and 1971 ami were denied 
some of the benefits that other 
queens received. 
The fraternity began 
preparing for this year's 
pageant by setting up in-
formation tables in the Student 
Center and residence hall 
cafeterias on Aug. 29, Knox 
said. All interested women 
pa~ticipated in tryouts Sept. 6, 
and 12 women were chosen 
from 15 initial applicants. 
The judges are conducting 
interviews with the con-
testants this week and will 
judge the contestants on their 
poise, talent and character. 
The other judges include: 
Patricia Black-Clay, pre-
medical and pre-dental 
coordinator for the med-prep 
program in the Schoo. of 
M.edicine; Ed Jones, director 
of housing; Patricia Mat-
thews, assistant director of the 
Eurma Hayes Center; and 
Debbie Walton, director of the 
Black Affairs Council. 
The contest will include an 
evenin~ (s(lwn and talent 
~=8:~ti!~b a~rCh:eC: ~ 
finalists will then answer a 
question, followed by th(' 
announcement of the winner, 
crowned by the 1987 Miss 
Eboness, Venus Davis. 
All accompaniment for the 
talent competition will be 
provided by Perfect Com-
bination. 
The winner will receive a 
$500 academic scholarship. A 
~~tif~~w~:rtr~ia:: ::: 
testant that sblJWed the most 
cooperation _,nol dedication. 
For the fll'llt time, the 
Deborah Sbepard Award will 
be given to the contestant that 
s()Jd the most ads for the ad 
book tnat preceded the contest. 
This contestant will receive a 
Honda Spree. 
Deborah Shepard was an 
SIU-C student niurdered in the 
19'105. 
Knox said that an average of 
500 to 700 people usually attend 
the pageant, which is the 
biggest Panrasb fraternity 
event on campus. 
Tickets for the pageant are 
$5 and are now on sale at the 
Student Center box office. 
Doors will open at 7 p.m. 
ALL DtlYALL "IOH 
HJPPYHOOR 
40¢ Drafts 
52.25 Pitchers 
3 For 1 Long Island Iced T 
(3.QJ 
9·CJ.OSE 
50¢ Drafts 
52.50 Pitchers 
25¢ Chicago Style 
Hot Do s 
~KTIiEREALron 
! * Costumes ! 
d I b rty I h , Adults & Children , ~!~~oa,,, ~~:~.!a~ .woo ~_I!a dance..!~~yg t t * Accessories t 
dance club currently touring Panasonic-Ramsa that helps "Club Coca-Cola" is ex- * Masks 
the nation, is throwing a party recreate the high-tech at- peeted to entertaili more than 
at 9 tonight in the Student mosphere of a big city dance 500:000 college students by the t * WI·gs t Center Ballrooms. club. ena of the year. 
Admission is $5. A 2oo-squai"e-foot video Celebrating its 20th aD-
"The SPC won't be making B screen and additional screens niversary in 1988, Special * Make up 
dime from this. Every dollar will surround party-goers with OlympiCS is the world's largest -. 
goes to the Special Olympics," "Roscoe" ellipsOidal images sports-training program for II 
Suzanne Sla8, promotions as video DJs showcase the thementaUyretarded. JCPenney - U-Ma d 
~~=:n:Co!:il,~~~t la~!!r~~:"Strobesandfog ~df:s-c°s~::! lo:rg =~ Carbondale 457-3311 
"Club Coca-Cola" features a effects add to the illusion of OlympiCS. ~~ 
.-------------------------
Center wants vocal support 
to decrease heavy drinking 
By Phyllla Coon 
Staff Writer 
A !oal of Alcohol Awareness 
Wee:; is to bring some of the 
healthy people who have 
strong feelings about alcohol 
abuse out of the closet, an 
alcohol and drug counselor at 
the Wellness Center said. 
"A majority of students 
don't have drinking 
problems," Barb Fijolek, 
alcohol aild dr'lg cllUDSelor, 
said. "In fact they keep their 
feelings about alcohol hidden." 
When surveyed, many 
students said \'.hey are again!'t 
heavy drinking and they don't 
enjoy being around J>t:Ople who 
do drink heavily. Fi]olek said. 
"They keep their opinion to 
themself because there is an 
attitude not to admit how they 
feel," Fi)olek said. 
An estL."lIated 20 to 25 percent 
of University students do have 
some level of a drinking 
problem, she said. 
co::rJ l ~ t I :::::: th:J't!'s~le: 
dependence," Fijolek said. 
People are just beginning to 
see alcobolas a drug, she said. 
During the five years the 
WeUness Center has co-
sponsored Alcobol Awareness 
Week student support has 
grown, r~ijolek said. 
"Studmts are realizing that 
alcohol abuse is a problem 
they may be directlv or in-
directly affected by/ Fijolek 
said. "Each year we have 
gotten more belp and interest 
from student groups." 
Student groups are spon-
sOrin& several educational and 
social activities during the 
WElf'..k, she said. 
Educational activities in-
clude a film festival on abuse 
~~iafec~;~!:rti:ij~~ud~i~ 
fitness craze from 4 to 7 p.m. 
Wednesday at the Recreation 
Center, she said. 
Fraternities are taking 
pledges from students during 
the noon hour in the Student 
Center for an alcohcl free 
Friday, she said. 
"Students just sign weir 
name and pledge to not drink 
alcohol on Friday," Fijolek 
said. 
---------------------------, 
~ . ,. . ~ Ml(·,k... It great. L ~ ~o~:~,;.~: ~ r;:::.~~::Ul I 
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J I 
: 2 Medium Cheese Hand-Tossed I 
: Pizzas For $9.99 I 
I . . I 
Ipr_ent COupol'l w!'oen ord.ut'lg I coupon ptlr~".,. pe' VI' I' at partKlpat4F1g r.ltaLlrD~li Nol y;:,hd I 
Iwlthonyo' .... ,aff_. E.Ilptr_ 11,6/8li ItSBPIEZa Hut. Inc. l/2Ofhc.nICCDhr-.6tmpho>n I I 
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Thur~i1Y ~ 
5-Close ~ 
BUY 1 GET 1 FREE! 
__ ,;" __ ,,,",,~. __ .Buy a Fujiv~/~~~"o":BI;;~'Typhoon 
or one of our tropical drmks ai 
regular price and t;et the identical 
:tr0.k...fB!E!_coapon _____ _ 
I Fuji Vo!caRO 54.00 i 
"EW MEHO DISHES 
Introductory Offer: (Offer ends 10/31188) 
1. Crab Rangoon (3pc)_····_··_········'1.S' (Ret. "1.15) 
2. Beef Curry Puff (3pc) ....... _._ .. _._ 'l.Z9 (Reg. "1.49) 
3_ Smoked Chicken (1/4) .•..•.•••••••• 'Z.4' (Re,."Z.") 
(smoked by rice & tea leaves) 
4. Noodle Soup ..•.•...•.................• Z.l' (Re,."Z.49) 
It's not just J soup, it's a meal. 
(your choice of beef, chicken. or shrimp flavor) 
5. Pot Stickers (5pc~ .................... sZ.19· (Reg."Z.49) 
Student Programming Council 
w. Programl Excltementl We encourage you to 
become an active member. 'or more Information contact SPC 536.3393 
SPC Travel and Recreation presents 
StiOPPlltG 
St. Louis shopping trip to 
St. Louis Center and Union Station 
Nov. 5 $6.00-includes coach bus transportation 
bus leaves from Student Center 9:00 am and 
returns 10:00pm that night. 
Sign up In the SPC office 3rd "oor Studp.~t Center 
or coli for more Info: 536·3393 
A Bonfire - Pep Rally. 
\ 
Hight of Howls Pre-Halloween Party 
~.~,;.."f!;-,.l.) ~ ~ Student Ct!nter Video lounge .(,..'~.' l·.~· i~~' ·lth Floor fa. ' ... :;.,:t 1 0/20·1 0{22 7·9PM .• ,: 
Join Us For Prizes. Storytelling, Terror Trivia. 
imAj Watch Night of the living Dead 
Admission:$1.00 
For more Information call SPC at 536·3393 
Center Auditorium .. 
~ Friday. Oct. 21 ;i." 
SIU !~;~:~eld._ .. ~_ ... _,,\'.~,,-\.i.l~ HORROR WEEKEND ""' .... , .", ...... , ,.""."~ THE TEXAS CHAIN SAW MASSACRE 
SPC Presents 
Comvdian Rondvll Shvridan 
October 21 8:00 pm 
in the Student Center Ballroom 0 
Tickets on !lale NOW at the Central Ticket Office 
Students w.th I.D .. '3.00 
Pubhc '4 no 
Sponsored by: src Center Programming and Specl.' Even.s 
For"..,... fn#onnotlon call SPC of 536·3393 
dPe! expouul<7F. dht~ PuM.n.t~: 
Ray Manzarek. Former Keyboardist 
of the Doors 
& Michael McClure 
Friend & Mentor of Jim Morrison. 
An [_nlng of Poetry" Music & Spoken Word 
Nov. 3. '88 
1:00 pm In aallr_ C & D 
• .....". . __ -1 nckets~ ".00 SIU Students· '6.00 Public 
Fri. Ocf. 21 
7.9. & lIpm 
October 22 
7,9, & lJpm 
For more Informof/on contact SPC at 536-3393 
.......... Ind" ... 
·7 night. accomoda'ion 
a' ,h. Wh,sti.r 
VllloS_ Townhom •• 
"50_' of 6 doy. lill 
tick.ts af Steamboat 
·Parhe!li With iiv. music-, 
en ..... 8. r.fre,hmen'. 
~~r:iii~ :~c!~~;~j:~V~::h 
BUI tron'portotinn 
for..... S290w!Trantporta~ion 
''''''''''tlon $205 w/o Tronsportari,:," 
C.1IlM'C .t 520 damage depol" 
~a 
"Oct. 21st last day to sign up'" 
From !-.oft, Heather Olgllvle, aophomore In 
court reporting from Columbia, Mo.; Denise 
Gallivan, sopi-romore In pre med fror" 
Iveadalle; and Julie Breitenstein, aophomore In 
eccountlng from O'Fallon, discuss a possible 
answer during Trivia Chalienge. 
Housing's Trivia Challenge 
gets dorm students involved 
By Klmbar!y CI.rke 
Staff Writer 
The theme of Ho:1Sing this 
year, "Making the grade," 
was an incentive for the Trivia 
Challenge held Monday at 
Schneider Tower. Paul Parent, 
the resident assistant of the 
sixth floor, said. 
The Trivia Challenge started 
Oct. 3, with preliminary 
contests held on each floor, 
Parent said. 
Teams of four were formed, 
Parent said, and each floo:~ 
competed among itself. 
The winners from the floor 
moved into semi·final com· 
petition in which a floor had to 
beat two others to move into 
the championship, Parent, 
who started the challenge, 
said. 
Five ca tegories-sports 
science, mtmic, geography and 
SIU-C---were used in the 
contest and the flip 0: a coin 
Australian 
quartet set 
to perform 
Th~ Australian String 
Quartet will perform Saturday 
at the Mitchell Museum, 
Moant Vernon, as part at 
Australia's Bicentennial. 
The concert, featuring music 
by composers Mozart, Borodin 
and Beethoven, will be part of 
the Cedarhurst Chamber 
Music's lOth anniversary 
season. 
The Australian String 
Quartet has visited Australia, 
China and several Europea!l 
cities. 
The concert will conclude 
the week-long recognition of 
Australia, in an attempt to 
develop a better un-
derstanding of the culture and 
people of the country. 
The sponsors for the event 
are Mr. anc Mrs. Harold 
Hannah of Texico, with ad-
ditional funding from the 
Illinois Arts Council and the 
National Endowment for the 
Arts. 
Ticketl! for the concert are 
$10, with Ii discount for 
students. For more in· 
formation, call tile museum at 
decided who chose the first 
category in each competition, 
Parent said. 
Each team, equipped with 
electriC buzzers, had 10 
seconds after the question was 
asked to answer. 
Five categories -
sports, science, 
music, geography and 
SIU-C - were used in 
the contest. 
If the question was answered 
correctly, that team was 
awarded 10 points, and if 
answered incorrectly the team 
lost 10 points, Parent said. 
Incorrectly answered 
questions were given to the 
opposite team and they then 
(618~ m,t~"r' ~~~'h .. j. ' .. I!'.l.! .... f;.. i~-r-...... a...; 
PAle IG. 'Daily Egyptian, OciOOeC 11J: 1_ 
had the option of answering or 
pa~lSing, resulting in either a 
loss or gain of 20 points. 
J:!ldges for the competition 
consisted of Parent, th.--ee of 
his floormates and two 
members of the hall council at 
Schneider. 
More than $600 in donations 
were given by local vendors, 
Parent said, which were 
distributed throughout the 
preliminaries. 
However, besides obtaining 
a well· rounded background in 
trivia, the floor would have 
had to advance to the cham-
piillliihip to will c..-e main prize, 
Parent said. 
Four teams competed in the 
final match, with two com-
petions beld. 
The seventh floor came in 
first, and the thirteenth floor 
came in second. 
45 gallon combo ON;' Y 
(tank & fluorescent top) i~''''", 
<$99\ 
<:''t. ~~ 
:';'~\~J I. Great Selection of 
,'" NEW Reptiles: 
~, .:' DwarfTequ -Tarantulas 
-Baby Savannah Monitors-Water Dragons 
-Scorpions And Much More 
Moonlit. Madn ... 
Sal. Coming Oct. 26 
6.'!Opm 
AII ....... wa .... fish unfjer 
n02for 1 
~.I.· teAl 
2 for 1 & 1 C fish sale every Wednesday 
. ~~~\~~ FISH NET 
More than just a fish store! 
1 O-c. • :.on-Sat 
Closed Sun. 
Service Meat Case! 
I 
Ca.difl~~er I i
$}28 1 
Cou~try"Style II 
Sausage \ 
88~b. J\ 
~:~irs PJ.u.~Dkin Bread $ 89 Diet Rit~ orl ~;lr;~l;r. 88 ¢) ~!i~~~B~d;~ $1 o~11 
., . - .~ln.t 1 IRe I, - '.II( I I'kg 1l1,,,,lkll $1 09 
IIIIm" I I""",!,,, $298 ~.umpkiilPie S389 I • • IL~ti~~"" $19911~~atweiners , ~::,,::L~~~"'S188 C k 12/$3891 11 $4~4~12 :lli:~irl~'" '9''7¢II~i;;k~d'"'''' $1 981 ~. upea es Oz. Can 1,'."""'" • I Sausage "'I 
II ,SEM,'QODDE$'PT9' 98 i I'TI'I"h'rlk",~ S,}68 i ;Maxie's Deli Specials! I'Soft & Gentle 89;'[----', SEM'OO() [)$EPT1, 481 
I
"!}/ ~''''1' r";k Cooked Ham .. LI,II' Colby I Toilet Tissue ... ,\\~' ", I 
I 
Lo~Sle~ Tads - , .... " Fil'ld:2 0, ~il,",: $ I Jack Cheese 'I'·"" Chma SqUid Ib 
,hmtat, lOn, $,298 B,olngn,a 118 ' ITombstone i'r"'I1,~",,,,,g $388 1~·~~~~!.~~kS ... lb. ~~~:TlIrkl'\:L:rkl'l '\ $ 2 9 9 ll~r~ium $ 39 ·~,r.~!~!~, ''''''1 
11
1':"1''''' 1!("\\(lgill'i .. " $449 Breakfast $12811 ' lb. ; 1,"1"'" 3. I":,,·,:, I'"""!,, "'; $39811 lfuil!!'~!l :teaks lb. Sausa e ~ r,C', SUIIIIAt', F"d", ,\ ,\;, i',!,;l : I,Catfish Fillets Ihl 
I rt~ i TV SPECIALS i rfl, 
~ Franco American 39¢ II Wishbone Dressing., '''''''' 59t;a&\' 
... .A Spaghe!tlos I; (J, , , ,--:: • u;;,u..- 8 Oz. plastic boUle " "dil,''1 R,i" i, t~) 
Campbell's 22¢ m LiptonDeluxe \,11' ",' 6~ 
'_ ., TO~~~;~ ~~'~~~1J'S $11; :~ ~:::~~e& Sauce " "'" ':'~:':';: '"", $16_~ ~. ~()i 
..,.. ~~ Super Combo's Id~ I" F,.bric Softener '." ,\J 
~k~'~~~~~~~~~------~------------------------------------'" r. ..... ~ Carbondale Country Fair C-::.upon ~. ...... Fair Piay i. on",~'"ar old! W,,'re relebrating wilh a party in honor 01 alllhe parenls " M . D and children who hne made Illinois' tirsl in'810re Child Care Cenler such a sucre ... • ountam ew I 5 On Saturday. (klo""r 22. ",,,'II h.,'e cake. balloons. present.. and specialaclil ilies for 
• D' t P' 9 /a j I our guests. So. rom .. help us celebrate! 
: "Ie e~SI, 'r ' DiET _~ Fair Play i. open from 10·7.6 da)'. a """k (Closed Thursd'~'l ! ~~pSl- O~e~ Locall~wned Wi " 
i ~)isplil~~:dj';;F;<IIIS()'d,:\\';;ii'i'''i;PL'U~9~1' . (.( ~~ ,~ 1n~<, 
'--..................... ~... .. ~~
,. •• ~ •• ~ondale Country Fair Coupon ~ ••••••• ., /7.~ II 
~~ Lipton $}59 i ···~9,~fe-~~EJ~~~N~SV~5I)1hl~NE ~f~=::>~ II  ~ T, ea, B, ,a, g, S ,',: '''e reserve the nght to hnllt quantltles (' __ .'. ',: ,.... / a ;~ t 'i4~ :! I" F"lIllil ~1I" : COUNTRY FAIR, 24·HOURS A DA Y! "':'. '. // 
II Lit ~ji~l;i':I.;.~d"i':;'i;~'I;; \~'ail of \dllJ~.~ 'PLU #9~.2 i Your One Stop Shopping Experience • • •••••••••••••••• 111 ••••••••••••• ..1 These prices effective Wednesday, 1011!J/RH lhru TlW,d,IY. liI/:!:)/HI-> 
Head \ 
Dukakis' campaign bruised 
by P,1ass. legislative session 
Wednesday 5-10pm 
Dinner Buffet $5.95 BOSTON (UPI) Democratic presidential nominee Michael Dukakis, 
bat~ bad news on the 
campaign trail, lost a round at 
home Tuesday when a key 
Democratic lawmaker 
Ecbedulf'd a potentially 
bruising leb.si& tive session. 
Malisachusetts House 
Speaker George Keverian said 
his chamber will end a 14-week 
~:il:~:a~!er:fo;: 
package lipproved by the 
Senate Monday night. 
The session was scheduled in 
spite of Dukakis' earlier pleas 
that lawmakers extend their 
lengthy vacation until after the 
Nov. B election, a move widely 
vieweti as aimed at keeping 
bomefront disyutes from the 
national spotlight. 
Chief among those problems 
is a planned full-scale assault 
by Republicans and dissident 
Democrats Gn DlIkakis vetoes 
in the fiscal 1989 budget, ill-
cluding a highly emotional 
fight over $9i million in state 
aid to cities anc towns. 
Opponents c<>ncede long 
odds getting the two-thirds 
majority needed to override, 
but the deLate could batter a 
Dukakis image already under 
heavy assault by Republican 
preSidential candidate 
Presidl!nt George Bush. 
Keverian insisted the timing 
is based solely on Senate 
passage of a long-awaited bill 
refC4'Dl.ing an automobile in-
surance system crippled by 
skyrocketing rates and ex-
plosive public discontent. 
"The media thinks we only 
act based on presidential 
politics but I'm speaker of the 
House and I'm going to decide 
the issues based on what's best 
for the commonwealth," he 
Mid. 
Dukakis aides moved 
quickly to douse the flames of 
a rebellion brewing since 
A.ugust, when dissidents failed 
to gf.rner support from 40 
~'cent of lawmakers. 
Solac', Egg Drop Soup, Chinese Chicken Noodle Soup, Egg Roll. 
Crab Rangoon, Fried Wonton, Bar-b-Que Chicken Wing, 
Moo Goo Gal Pan, Ginger Pork. BHf w/Broccoll. Beef Almond 
Din", Sweet & Sour Pork. Red Cuny Chlck.n. Seafood Norba 
C"nfonese Spare Ribs & More. 
Newly Designed Menu BfWQIIj,ble Prices 
Dally Lunch ...... t w/_I ... -3.95 
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Official: Mrs. Reagan violated 
no laws by borrowing clothes 
WHACKY 
WE 5-
WASHINGTON (uP!) -
President Reagan thinks the 
disclosure that hi!. wife 
harrowed clothes fram higb 
fashion designers and failed i.O 
report thf'm is a "cheap 
polit:calshot," a White HOU5e 
spokesman said Tuesday. 
Meantime, Don Campbell, of 
the Office of GoverI'..ment 
Ethics, indicated his office will 
take another look at its 1982 
ruling, "if anything, to make 
sure we were correct in the 
interpretation" that reporting 
was not requ.ired by law. 
Campbell said the issue was 
"looeed at very closely" at the 
time and indicated his staff 
would have to be persuaded 
the earlier opinion was wrong. 
"If anybody has cl belief that it 
was, we'll loot at it again," he 
said. 
White House spokesman 
Marlin Fitzwater told 
reporters the first lady has no 
ethical or legal problems as a 
result of her long-standing 
practice in the White House of 
wearing dresses on loan. Some 
she returnee. and some were 
considered gifts from olrl 
friends, Elaine Crispen, the 
first lady's press secretary, 
said. 
When asked who he was 
blaming for the "cheal) shot," 
Fitzwater said Time magazine 
- the first to report the first 
lady's borrowed wardrobe -
and The New York Times, 
among many publications that 
have carried the story. 
Crispen issued a statement 
Monday evening saying Mrs. 
Reagan violated no laws by 
failing to reveal on the 
president:al financial 
disclosure forms the expensive 
clothes she borrowed, but 
regrets she did not report the 
loans as White House lawyers 
had advised. 
"We're satliified there is no 
consequence to the president's 
finanCIal disclosure," he said. 
Asked if Mrs. Reagan would 
continue borrowing clothes 
from top designers in her 
remaining months in the White 
House, Fitzwater said, "I have 
no idea." 
Crispen also said she did not 
know, adding, "She feels 
th~h~~rsoo~!:~th:!r ~. 
Reagan would not report the 
borrowed clothes in the future 
because "she is not required to 
Quayle, Bush promote 
a drug~froe America 
CHARLESTON, Ill. (UPIl - campaign that Quayle's father 
Republican Vice Presidential used his influence to get the 
Candidaw :-lan Quayle brought senator into the National 
the pM21df'ntial r-.ampaign to Guard and into law school. 
east central Illinois Tuesday, A calm Quayle ignored the 
telling a crIJWd of 4,000 at protesters. He stuck closely to 
Eastern Illinois Univerrity ~!der:r~e tt;.x~~=o:ls~ ~ :e B~~ ::'~tr:tiO~ adults. woul~ be the fight against "The trend toward 
drugs. specialized knowledge may 
" America Must be drug mean more two-car"!er li"es 
free," said the Republican with midlife re-education, a 
senator from neigbboring staple of average American 
Indiana. "It must be I?riority survival," Quayle said. 
one of a county conurutted to Quayle also promoted the 
the freedom of its people and, INF treaty and Strategic 
by his decision and mine, it Defense Initiative as well as 
will be priority one of George knocking down barriers to U.S. 
Bush's vice president." agricultural exports and 
Quayle was enthusiastically developing new markets in the 
received by the crowd, who third world. 
gave him several standing Quayle was introduced by 
ovations. He ignored a small Charleston native and Illinois 
crowd of hecklers, and never Secretary of State James 
once mentioned Democratic Edgar. He also was ac-
presidential nominee Michael companied by Gov. James R. 
Dukakis and running mate Thompson. 
Lloyd Bentsen. Quayle's speech lasted about 
Some sign-carrying 25 minutes, then he was off to 
protesters supported Dukakis. Danville, Watseka, Bour-
.. Ask not wha\: you can do for bonais and Matteson. 
your countrj but what your The trip to Illinois followed a 
dad can do for you," said one one day, five-bour stop in 
sign held by a student. northern Illinois by Bush, 
The sign was a reference to which included a visit to the 
earlier allegations in tbe Chica(ll) suburb of Skokie. 
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do so." 
In 1982, when Mrs. Reagan 
was under fire for ber high-
priced designer wardrobe, her 
office annOunced that sbe 
would list borrowed garments 
on financial disclosure forms 
for "inforn.ational purposes 
only." although it was not 
"lt~· time it was also an-
nounced that she would turn 
over some of the dresses to 
museums. 
In a letter to J. Jackson 
Walter, director of the Office 
of Government Ethics, dated 
May 4, 1982, White House 
counsel Fred Fielding said 
that while the clothing and 
other personal property Mrs. 
Reagan had accepted does not 
fit the category of "gift" and 
need not be reported, be 
suggested that it be done. 
"I advh.ed, nevertheless, 
that although there is no 
requirement to list these uses, 
nor manner in which to 
eve luate them. the president's 
report should err on the side of 
disclosure," he said in the 
letter. 
SPEaAl 
549-3030 
Eastgate Shopping 
Center 
Carbondale 
r-.···---··-------··---, $5.00 One regular 12' one-Item 
WHACKY ~~.'~:" Wh8~Uded) 
WEDNESDAY ~:~:~~:~pe':~ 
II. WEDNESDAYS ONLY. NO COUPON NF"I=DED Nobody Delivers Better.~ 
YaI.d .. ~oCIpIIongstrl'"HQrIl)NQllv.o.aMlT't.'1'CII'IIoI>'uhr~oorlom.ar ... 'V 
=~i;=~:::'.\:>V<laeWerr"'N ~Id"_~-roh' 
.. --------------------_. EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE. 
Located at the Student Center CrosshaUs 
This Welk·s Special 
10/17 .. 10/22 
Big Lanch Cranch 
1/4 lb. Burger 
Large Fries 
Large Soft Drink 
(Caeeseburger--Add lO¢) '2.49 
Check out our everyday 
low prices on 6-packs 
of Coke & Pepsi products. 
Look for Next Week's 
Specials 
Religion plays role 
in couple's politics 
Bush favored: scriptual reasons given 
Edltor'l Dote: The 8t. LoWs 
poet-nlspatc1l recently leat Its 
reponen .,1IUDd the eoaatry 
to ,atiler lDtervl.wI with 
onUnary voters who will help 
ehOO8e the Dext presideat. Tbls 
Is ODe story lD a leries. 
By Charlotte Brim .. 
St. louis Post· DIspatch 
GREENVILLE, S.C. - To 
Becky and. Larry Wt;mdl 
government IS a God-ordamea 
institution with a particular 
role. 
"Government's basic func-
tion," says Wood, "is to keer 
society safe and orderly so th&.t 
each of us can ~ve according to 
our own conscienee to best 
serve our God." 
Sa, on Election Day, they 
will be voting for Republican 
George Bush as the candidate 
most likely to keep gover:l-
ment in its proper sphere. 
"I do believe the direc~.on of 
the country is right for the first 
time in a long time," says Mrs. 
Wood, an avid supporter of 
Bush's boss, President 
Reagan. "And 1 think it would 
continue that way under 
Bush." 
THE WOODS are among the 
Christian soidiers of what bas 
come to be called the 
"Religious Right," a ter:m of 
which they are not particularly 
fond. They are active Dlf!11l' 
bers of both thE. Southside 
Baptist Church and the local 
Republican Par1r. Wood, an 
unsuccesful candidate for city 
council, is an executive 
precinct committeeman. Mrs. 
Wood is the Republican 
precinct secretary. 
"/ do believe the 
direction of the 
country is right for the 
first time in a long 
time ... / think it would 
continue ... under 
Bush" 
-Becky Wood 
The Southside Baptist 
Church is an independent 
fundamentalist congregation. 
It tends toward a more 
tolerant attitude regarding 
personal behavior and some 
Social issll~. In this farmer 
textile town, where an 
adolescent Jesse Jackson 
chafed under strict 
segrega:.",." Southside Baptist 
Church baa opened its doors to 
black mem6ers and takes 
pride in cultivating a corner of 
racial bar:mony. 
WITH ABOUT 4,000 mem-
bers and 75 percent of its 
adults active voters, the 
church is a formidable 
political force. 
Larry and Becky Wood are 
graduates of nearby fun-
damentalist Bob Jones 
University, where they met. 
Larry 41, is a former teacher iUizied lawyer. Becky, 42, w~o 
bas a master's degree m 
music, is a homemaker 
rearing four cbildren, ages 6 to 
15. He is a lifelong Republican 
who converted her from 
political apathy. 
before dawn to welcome a total 
stranger to town in a pouring 
rain. Their religion is the focal 
point in their lives, the lens 
through which they ~ the 
duties and burdens of Cltizens 
and government. They are not 
prone to bandying Bible 
verses, but sometimes point to 
a Scriptural basis for their 
social philosophies. 
THEY 8EE the usual 
Democratic brand of activist 
government as a bull tram· 
pling on their individual 
liberty - and doing little good 
for others in the process. They 
do not like such proposals as 
Massachusetts Gov. Michael 
Dukakis' universal health care 
program and they are skep-
tical of such programs as 
welfare and Social Security. 
Too often, they say, such ef-
forts are scripturally and 
socially unsound. 
"The Scripture's position on 
taking I!8re of children and 
widows and all is that, first, 
the family is supposed to do it. 
And if the family can't, the 
church is supposed to," says 
Mrs. W~. "See how far 
we've come from the way the 
Lord set it up?" 
ADD8 WOOD: "I'm not 
against the concept of welfare. 
But I'm agai!l8t so mueh of the 
money not getting to the people 
who need it - and oftentimes 
getting to them in a way that 
perpetuates their poverty 
rather than getting them out of 
it." And be says, "If govern-
ment takes over the charity 
issue, 1 lose some of my 0p-
tions in how 1 help my 
neireoo~~ are stauncbJy 
opposed to abortion. They see 
it, simply, as murder. But.the 
major issues in the electionl 
they say, are the economy ana 
pea~en they cast their vote, 
they hope they are building an 
America for their cbildren that 
can compete economically and 
be strong enough to avoid war. 
THEY WOULD have 
preferred Jack Kemp as the 
Republican candidate; but 
they are increasingly com-
fortable with Bush - though 
Wood doubts that even Bush 
will have the fortitude to "bite 
the bullet" and do things that 
would reduce the federal 
deficit, including judicious 
cuts in military spending and 
social programs. 
Wood takes issue with his 
"Reliious Right breUoren" for 
a tencfency to "look ~ ...... -wards 
as if the past was something 
particularly glorious." He 
says "We· ought to be con-
cerning ourselves with the 
world we are building, rather 
than trying to rebuild a world 
that prObaoly never existed." 
AND HE would not mind so 
much, be says, being labeled 
for his views if the~'Reli .ous 
Left" was also I '. He 
sees both as part the same 
eternal struggle. 
"Basically, all of us are 
following our religion, our 
moral and philiBophical 
structure in the way we live," 
says Wood. "They are equal 
views, and both are ultimately 
religious in their nature. Some 
identifv it as such; some 
don't.,r 
They are a lively, gracious 
couple, the kind of people wh~, 
lIIlIltied, will leave warm beO i Scripps Howard News Service 
\VELLNESS 
CENTER 
GROUPS & 
WORKSHOPS 
• YOGA 
a} FOR 
WELLNESS 
Thlc,). ..... t-'f·~ luur",=, 'ntrodu(t:'~ tht> 
~plrttudl ph\o,,( dl At nwnl<.tJ I)t>nt'-
IIh of H.ath~ \ o~a (o-"von"ort"d 
b\' IntramlJrdj·Rf"CfE'dIIOOdl 'lpurt .. 
Begln~ 
WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 19 
4·5:JOPM 
Room 158, Recrt.'atlon Center 
T aughl bv Dave E lam 
learn 511fe and effKtl\le ways to 
weight permanently In the support 
4 WMk group starting 
THURSDAV,OCTOBfR20 
7·8:30PM 
Wesley FoundatIon 
811>S IlllOo.s 
FRI., OCT. 21 6PM 
Coffee. lea and ,na,k. for a 
nom mal fee Featured entertainer 
WIth "open m.e durrng breaks 
T •• Ieful acts welcome 
Co-Sponsored bv the We,ley 
Foundallon 
~~~ .. ~ .. :.:.c.'> 
.... Jr - UiJ 
1tPz.~. i C4tl{. c l'f;if tIY 
National Collegiale Alcohol 
Awareness Week 
Ocl?ber 16·22. 1988 
r--------------------------, 
I PI~"t & Soli Science flnnoancel: " I . 
I IIPPLES fltlD FflJ.L PLUMS l 
. ~ PEIIK QUIILlTY "OW ci 
"'
0 I I -0 
'z "nllGble for.a e n :z: 
~ pedlor,I'ftter qaantltle.. '" 
.2- Sale. I.' p.lII. on Wed .• Than. ~ P wHilIy antll 'arther noll~e. • I 
I ",rlcalta,. park'n,'ot I 
I wat or II,. 814,. Lot II. I 
L ____ ~~~!~~~_~~~E_~!~~~!!I ___ J 
STUDENT 
CENTER 
i. 
.~ 
OLD ~ (l:!fIT~~~ll 
T IrumW'O' MAIN~IVlr , 
RESTAURAI~T 
Greek Buffet Special 
(Thurs., Oct. 20, 1988) 
A,Y,oleIDllO Soap 
Greek Salad Bar 
Moa •• alta. 
Baltlaya 
AfeUa 
(Pork with Whit. Wine) 
8algbarl Rlev 
Aralta. Ide Aglnares 
(Peas with Artichoke Heart) 
1 hE." (Jld Mdln 
Room I~ IOlcHPd 
on thf" 2nd 1\':>0' 
01 tht" Studf"r.t 
{t'nt ... r dnd ~I!r",t" ... 
1un( h Mondd" FrH"~" 
tlom l1dm·l -."'pm 
For R"""E>f ... ot.on~ 
coll4~J 7J,}77 
OCTOBER 19th - 29th 
Rt. 51 & Pleasant Hill Rd. • Carbondale, IL 
LAYS POTATO CHIPS 
7.50Z. 
PEPSI COLA 
2 LITER 
1.19 
13 ...... oz. ~ .. I~ .....~ .. ! .. ST ... : .. O. NE •. :;._~. ~ €W'(O) '\ . 0 ,. ~ach Sausage· Hamburger Cheese . Pepperoni 
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Guyon 
to speak 
to GPSC 
By Brad Buahu. 
StatfWrtter 
President John C. Guyon will 
discuss the revised sexual 
harassment policy witb 
members of the Graduate and 
Professional Student Council 
at 6 tonight in the Student 
Center Missip;>i Room. 
w ~~ :eced~l :e~iseds rx~c! i 
harassment and the 
procedures for l-e5olution, has 
come under attack by some 
members of the council. 
Katllerine Black, a Law 
School representative to the 
GPSC, has said the policy 
gives the president too much 
power. 
I The policy allows tbe 
president to overturn the 
decis:on of the bearing panel 
without hearing the grievances 
of the victim, Black said, 
Light work 
Plul E. Sorll, Junior In theater from Clrbondale, WOrkl on 
the lighting for the pilY Picnic. Sorle la In a atagecraft 
cilia In which atudentl If. requlr.cj to JOartlclpate In the 
preproduction of the play. 
Peers lend service 
to non-traditionals 
By K"th! .. n D.ao 
StatfWriter 
The Non-TraditionaJ Student 
Services mentoring - or 
advisic.g - program is dif-
ferent from the regular menlot 
system because it uses peers, 
Mary Helen Gasser, director 
of the office, said. 
"It's ~ess formal than the 
regular freshman program. 
The mentees don't set up 
appointments with their 
mentors," she said. 
The Office of Student 
Development organized the 
Magic Mentoring progt'am 
where faculty or staff mem-
bers are assigned students 
who indicated they want 
mentoring. 
The non-traditional men-
toring program is different 
because experienced non-
traditional students help other 
non-traditional students learn 
to adjust to the University 
environment. 
from the mentees," Gasser 
said. 
The mentors meet with their 
students several hours each 
week, which also is different 
from the Magic Mentoring 
program, she said. 
"They meet at the Breakfast 
Club (m the Sn..dent Center 
Roman Room) or at football 
games. Some mentors bave 
even invited mentees to their 
homes. They share social 
events maybe a titUe more 
tban tbe faculty mentor 
program does," she said. 
One mentor, a native of 
Southern Illinois, took his 
menree around the area and 
showed him strip mines and 
Giant City, Gasser said. 
Tbere are :S,546 non-
traditional students - slighUy 
more than 20 percent of the on-
campus undergraduate 
enrollment - at the Univer-
sity, Gasser said. 
Her office st'nt letters about 
the mentoring program out to 
about 77 freshmen but more 
found out about the program 
and asked the .xfice about it, 
she said. 
Gasser said her office 
originally intended to offer the 
program only tv freshman non· 
traditionals, a group with a 
high droJH)Ut rate, but ended 
up doing it for any non-
traditional who wanted to be a "Some of the students need 
mentee. more help. Some think it's nice 
The office asked for to know someone is there who 
volunteers in their late srring has been through it before. 
newsletter, sbe said The They ask how to get through 
program currently involves 23 the Woody Hall Shuffle, what 
mentors and 35 mentees, she classes are good to take and 
said. how to find tutors. Mentoring 
"They were assigned to each is a comprehensive service to 
other by the seat of the pants help students learn how to get 
but it seems to have worked the most out of their college 
out real well. We used interest education," Gasser said. 
sheets to match them up Non-traditional mentors 
somewhat," Gasser said. counsel their mentees on bow 
Gasser said the mentors told to deal with stress, balance 
ber in a recent meeting that school with family and bow to 
being from a common home study while the kid!. are 
situa tion, such as if both the screaming, Gasser said. 
mentor and the mentee are "It's not intensive coon-
single parents, helps the two seling but it is peer help. The 
get alC/ng. mentors know enough to refer 
"Next time, we'll try to a student who needs extensive 
co 11 e c t a Ii t tl e m 0 r e psychological counseling," she 
demographic informaticns saId. 
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In other business, the GPSC 
will consider a proposal to 
name the new pedestrain 
overpass, which was built over 
the Ho Chi Mihn Trail, the 
Sus&n Schumake Memorial 
Bridge, named after a student 
who was raped !'.nd murdered 
in the area in 1981. 
The GPSC also will consider 
a proposal from represen-
tatives of the Mass Transit 
Committee to form the Saluki 
Mass Transit Steering and 
Advisory Board. 
The proposed board would 
consist of undergraduatei graduate and profeasiona 
student representativea, a 
handicapped student, a Car-
bondale city official, a vice 
cha~rson and a designee of 
the president, according to a 
statement distributed by the 
committee. 
The board's purpose, the 
statement says, would be to 
provide a zoJe, convenient 
transit system for Carbondale 
and University students. 
The GPSC also will hear 
information ccncerning 
proposed changes in funding 
for Rainbow's End Day Care, 
presented by Nancy Hunter 
Pei, director of Student 
Development. 
Pei said the day care center, 
whicb is funded by a portion of 
student activities and fees, bas 
charged student parents ac-
cording to the family income 
and the hours the child was 
enrolled, 
The proposed change will 
determme whether parents 
·.vith incomes over $15,000 will 
pay more than the minimum 
amount charged to parents 
wbo make under $15,000, 
The cbanges await the 
decisions of the GPSC and the 
Undergraduate Student 
Government. 
2FORl 
SHOE SALE 
Men'. Aylo, Pony, Cony.rs., Soucony & Elonlc HI TOPI, R.g. '6().'80. Buy 
..... polr & _.IvA I'" 2nd AISOLUTEL Y FREE. A n_ .hlpm.,,1 hos o,·rly.d 
for IhoH of you thot ml .. .d your liz. lost wHit. 51z .. S.I~. 
5% ServlC.ChorgooS\\oeS'ltSiuff 
forM-eNIIa 106~.1111""~" 
this Sol. Only ~ froM oW_I" ....... , 
129.a097 
M-th 10-4 
.rf£",10-7 
SU .. 1-6 
-zi£~ 
ON THE STRIP 
Plat. Lunch 
11 :OOam-2:00pm 
U not lMmIed In 10 min next luncn is h£€ 
Beef Stew 
Corn Bread, Yams 
& Salad $3.85 . 
Cod Fish Sandwich 
& french fries 
99¢ 
With Purchase of Large SoJd or Iced Tea 
Good only on Wednesday 
OPEN 7 DAYS A \VEEK 
DID YOU KNOW? 
* ALCOHOL IS IN VOL VED IN 50-55 % OF ALL 
FATAL TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS? 
• Ov.r the losl ten yeors. 2S0.000Americon. 'ost th.'r "ve. In 
olcohol-r.lot.d traffic crashes, 25.000 deaths .och yeor, 500 every 
we.k' 7Iev.."doy; oneev.." 20mlnules .. 
• All Americons between the ages of 5 and 34 or. more likely to be killed 
In 0 fro/flc eros" thon from ony 0"'''' .,ngl. cous •. n.. l-..d/ng cous. 
01 deolh lor I .... nogers (IS· '9) Is mot"r vehicle accidents. 
• More Ihon half 01 ALL Americans will be Involved In on olcohol·re/aled 
'roHic crosh In ,h." lifetime 
"MAKE THE DIFFERENCE" 
PLAN AHEAD 
Notional Collegiate Alcohol Awarene .. W .... k . Oct '6.22 
" you hove a que-stlon about alcohol or GIJ drugs· s .. nd II 10 Or. Suu cia the W.lln ... C""ter or call536·<<4I. Look lor youranswe-r #n Dr. Buzz's column. ~ "" S:~fA~~~;' !~:~~~;ce ...... ~ Abuse Prevention Progron. ... Pan of Your slue Student Heahh Progr.am .. ~e::"e&fJ 
Eagle The 
American Tap 
9!1JJI5..r All Night &Ufr . Drafts SOC 
Pitchers s 2.50 
2 Dirty Dancing Tickets Given away at Midnight 
Upcoming Event Nov. 5 
ost alloween Bash 
\ 
WE'LL MAf(E A DEAL WITH "fOU. 
You try Isotoner-the world's most 
comfortable slippers & gloves, 
we'll give you 50% off! 
You don't have to be a Math 
Major to figure out that 50% 
otf IS one great deaL And it 
doesn't take a Psych Major to 
know you'd have to be a little 
loony nor to take advantage 
of it. Especially when your 
talking Isotoner: 
Hey, they're the most 
comfortable slippers & gloves 
In the world. They lo~k great. 
They're 50% off 
So what are you waiting 
for. graduation? Send in the 
coupon tOday. 
ISOTONER GLOVES 
America's favorite gloves .. made with 
Isotoner's unique 4-way stretch material with 
Lycra". Gently massages your hand for a 
snug. absolutely perfect fit. 
111m Bask: 
Original Unlined-a sleek, comfortable drrvlng glove 
Warm Uned-toasty warm with acrylic lining. 
Bootie. 
Bow Trim 8a~lrh genuine ,eather soles 
Perfen tor lounging, exerCIsing, 
whatever Guaranteed for one year 
Boo~\Varm & cozy Fully k,llt lined for 
extra warmth Without rlie bulk 
Sock Top-W,lfm & cozy Just like the bootie 
but wlrh a tully knit lined sock top 
~r:" 
'>."';' 
'-, 
Sock Top 
--------------------------------------------------'--,--,-_. __ ._-------------------_._---
50% OFF! 
ISOTONER' GLOVES 
Orlgl"" Unllned~24 00 I'KNI S 12.00 
warm 1.tn~§2800 I'KNI 514.00 
One J'ze fits aU! avarlable In Black. Camel and Red 
ISOTONER' COMFORT SUPPERS 
Ballcs~lO.OO /'oK:NI Slo~la(k. Royal 
Lt Blue. Hor Pink 
1IootIe~27 00 NCNI S 13.~ea. Royal. 
II Blue. HOI P,nk 
Sock Top~2B 00 NCIVI S 14~&a~,~ Blue. 
S1zrs: 515-61. MI6'/d'!Jj. LIe.91. Xl,9'lz·IO'/Ij 
SIZE COLO~ 
P1f".Hf' dc:ld dpplKdbl1" ,,';II~~ I~" 
IN .. , MD. ,:mQ W61 
H<tndhog .and ~Ipplng 
S.l 00 ~t ~tt'm ordf"r~d 
TOtAL ENCLO~D _ 
PRICE Just fill out the coupon below .'tnd ~Iect the 5[yh~:·. sue ttnd 
color you w(tnt Please send check or money order to 
Special College ~ 
Nationwide Fultlilment System. 
P.o. Box 1952 
Ridgely, Maryland 211>81 
Name 
"'PI 
Ctty 
SIdle ... _. ZIP 
HURRY - OFFER EXPIRES JANUARY I. l'i1" f'1~ .. 'K' ,.; ........ ~ WM'''-' 1; 
Qlfl:'r IItNl ...... hplt' fllOn,o,lP'{] ,,( 'p~tr'{Iec1 ()II~' govo onl~ ,n IJ \. ,.., 
Oltto! ~ ••• ,a w.It1ltln L>II"I.1II(lIl'T' C"lly 
ISOTONER" 
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WHOLE PORK BUrrs CUT INTO 
PORK STEAKS 
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GOLDEN RIPE 
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3~~'.·.~'.··· •. ··.·;.·.i $ . 00 .<.... "_/0' LBS ~; .~_. "~. - ,.'.rt. ,. . ~ 
IMPERIAL 
MARClflRI"E 
BUY ONE 1 Lb PKGAT75¢ 
GET ONE 1 Lb PKG 
~'~~"." ... '."".' E····:···'···· [f::.: .......•... < -,,~: ~.'" • ", ,. . ~. '.' ; .... 
~TH COUPON & '20.00 PURCHASE WITH COUPON &. '20.00 PURCHASE SENIOR CITIZENS-fIO.DO PURCHASE SENIOR CITIZENS -'10.00 PURCHASE - PRICES GOOD THRU. SAT. OCT. 22ND. RIGHT TO LIMIT. NO SALES TO DEALERS 
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GraphIC by liIlke Dellty 
Sierra Club pushes for new 
legislation on Clean Air Act 
By Loria Roberson 
Staff Writer 
Americans can no longer 
point the finger at Los Angeles 
'lS being the pollutant capital 
of the nation. 
According to the En-
vironmental Protection 
Agency, Chicago had an ozone 
reading of .22 parts per million 
and L<;s Angeles had .28 ppm in 
August. The federal standard 
for ozone levels is .12 ppm. 
An estimated 135 million 
Americans are living in areas 
which are not meeting the 
federal health standards for 
ozone. acid rain, and air 
poilu bon levels a spokesperson 
for the Sierra Club , an en-
vironmentalist group, said. 
According to ~ pamphlet 
g~~~lt ~o~~~~~: ~~~~~ 
Health Crisis" the 
petrochemical industry in 
Texas, Arkansas and 
Louisiana spews at least 1,000 
different chemicals into the air 
that react to form 10,000 
secondary compounds. 
THE EPA said that as few as 
15 to 45 toxic air pollutants 
may be responsible for about 
2,000 cancer cases per year. 
And acid rain has destroyed 
4,000 of the nation's lakes and 
continues to deteriorate the 
forests. 
In Illinois, pollution varies 
aepending on the t}'P.e of 
p'.l!lution. James Gibson, 
"cordinator of the National 
Atmospheric Deposition 
Program in Colorado, said the 
NADP studies the chemistry of 
precipitation on a pH scale and 
has 200 sites across the nation, 
including seven in Illi.nois. 
The pH scale, Y''lich is 0 to 
14, mp.asures how much acid is 
in a 'iubstance, Jenny Hansell, 
scie"lce information manager 
fur The Na.tional Audubon 
Socif'ty's Citizen's Acid Rain 
Monitoring Network in New 
Y('rk,said. 
"THE NORMAL pH value 
for acid in water is 5.0 pH," 
Hansell said, "which means 
tha~ the lower the pH numbcrl the higher amount of acia 
there is in the water. When the 
pH value is that low, the lakes 
can become more sterile 
causing fish to die." 
Northern Illinois is 
repn:sented by Dekalb County, 
and a site has been there since 
1981, Gibson said. The average 
annual pH values for 1981 to 
1987 ranged from 4.6 pH to 4.4 
pH. 
Central Illinois is 
represented by Champaign 
County, and Gibson said a site 
has been there since 1979. The 
average annual pH values for 
1979 to 1987 ranged from 4.18 
pH to 4.34 pH. 
JACKSON COUNTY is one 
~~:e~ ~:is. r~g~~r:~~~ 
here from 1979 to 1987, Gibson 
said. The average annual pH 
values for 1979 to 1987 ranged 
from 4.34 pH to 4.53 pH. 
Ozone polliltion in Illinois is 
measured by the Ambient Air 
Monitoring Section in 
Springfield, Bob Swinford, 
supervisor £Ii air quality 
analysis, said. $;viniord said 
ozone is the product of com-
plex chemicals reacting to 
sunlight and high tem-
perature&. 
These complex chemicals 
like nitrogen oxides and 
hydrocarbons are emitted by 
cars, trucks and smokestacks, 
he said. 
"This has been a par-
ticularly bad year for ozone 
levels," Swinford said. 
"WE HAD many days of 
exceedences over the national 
standard. The high ozone 
levels wert: probably cause.:J 
by this summer's high tem-
peratures and litHe rain. 
That's the ideal setting for 
high oz.one levels," he said. 
Swinford said the Air Quality 
Standard for ozone levels is 123 
parts per billion, and of the 
several sites in Illinois, 
Chicago had the highest this 
summer with a reading of 223 
ppb in July. 
In Central £llinois, Swinford 
said Springfield had a reading 
of 126 ppb in July. Effingham, 
representing Southern Illinois, 
had a reading of 112 ppb in 
June, he said. 
IN AN aLempt to alleviate 
the problems of pollution, in 
June 1987, the Sierra Club sent 
the "Vento-Green Letter" to 
the House .Jf Representatives 
urging the Committee on 
Energy and Commerce to 11!-
evaluate and pass an uJKIs:ted 
version of the Clean Air Act, 
Laurel TOllssaint, con-
servation chair of Sierra 
Club's local chapter, said. 
The letter called for action 
Hickory Smok"!d Barbecue 
Also 
Homemade Sandwiches· 
and 
Full Platter :.1enu 
rl Carry-outs available 
/1 ~ Mon-Sat 11-4am-Sun 12-4am ~" ~ .1_. :~R~~:s~:~a~~1~9~1~ __ 
by the commit~ in the areas 
of urban smog, acid rain, toxic 
air pollution, ozone depletion 
and visibility in pristine areas 
such as national parks, 
Toussaint said. 
Toussaint said the Clean Air 
Act expired in 1981, but 
Congress has been extending 
the act. 
ANOTHER PUBLICATION 
by Sierra Club said the Senate 
Committee on Environment & 
Public Works approved a 
comprehensive rewrite of the 
Clean Air Act, S.I894, at the 
end of 1987. 
But the bill has not come up 
for vote on the Senate floor 
even though 185 members of 
the House expressed a strong 
support for clean air 
legislation by signing the 
"Vento-Green Letter", 
Toussaint said. 
Melanie Griffin, associate 
rep"e8entive for Sierra Club in 
Washington, D.C., said that 
Senate Majority Leader 
Robert Byrd, D-W.Va., is not 
interested in the ~ill because it 
could be detrimental to the 
coal industry. Therefore, he 
has not scheduled it for a floor 
vote. 
TOUSSAINT SAID the 
American people want clean 
air but, "For thP. past seven 
year.;, this country's major 
pollutors and powerl 'Ji 
congressional leaders hav~ 
~J:~v~b!:f~~!i!!:~ 
clean up the air." 
Toussaint said nothing new 
will happen with the bill until 
next year since the 
congreSSional session has 
ended for 1988, but Griffin sa~d 
they will be in a good position 
to make progress when session 
o~:ea~~e over half or" the 
Senate supporting the bill," 
Griffin said, "and we've had 
real strong visibility. We have 
a better chance than before 
and we're certainly going to do 
everything we can." 
GRIFFIN ALSO said this 
summer may have made a 
difference for people who 
didn't want to support a new 
Clean Air Act. 
"People felt it," she said, 
"And they smelt it. Now people 
are saying, 'I thought we had a 
Clean Air Act. What's going 
on?' " 
Wednesday Night 
DANCE PARTY 
Ladies .. $3 at the door 
entitles you to a C",,·C""'') glass we'll 
fill all night with the drinks of your choice 
Guys, Come keep the ladies company. 
Free Food Buffet at Midnight 
I'it~ <~~~~. ~:~<"~';~:'9'3i 
,~,.......-..-... 
~M!a~1 
THE NEWSBOy~1 
No Cover 
Coming Monday Oct. 24 
Hangar 9 and ttotJ I 
~ Pra.ant: 
."... LOOK A;'lKE CONTEST 
First Prize - 1100 
~~ .•. _ Second Prize - '50 
Third Prize - Coors JacP .ot 
Stop By Fo!, Detail8 
Muulc by ~~~¥~ 
Rad10 Han Night 
Hangar Hotline 549·1233 
INTRODUCING... --_. ---
~\{ fa~lI\~ ~~._._._ ... ____~z 
PREP IS ... PREP 
. .. A Program That Was Formed To Help Provide Information 
And Increast" Awareness About The Problem Of Rape. 
... Here To Work With Other Campus Agencies And 
Community Groups Who Also Provide Workshops And 
Presentations On Rape. 
... Dedicated To The Idea That, By Working Together, 
Men And Women Can Stop Rape. 
... A SIU Couliseling Center And Office Of Women's Services 
Program. 
... Sponsored By The Campus Safety Fee Board. 
... Here For You. 
""Co-sponsoring With The Well ness Center A Workshop 
Entitled "Balancing The Power In Relationships: A New 
Approach To Date Rape Prevention." Nov, 9th 7-9:00 PM I 
The Stud"nt Centt'r Mississippi Room. 
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Briefs 
EGYPTIAN DIVERS Scuba 
Club will meet at 6:30 for a 
business meeting and 7 for 
general meeting tonight in the 
Student Center Troy and 
Corinth Rooms. 
GAY AND Lesbian Peoples 
Union will meet at 7 tonight in 
the Student Center Kaskaskia 
Room. For details, call 
FrideJine, 453-5151. 
PLANT AND Soil Science 
C~ub will meet at 5 tonight in 
the AgriC'J.!ture Building Room 
209. 
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS 
will meet at 7 tonight in the 
Student Center Missouri 
Room. 
LI'M'LE EGYPT Student 
Grotto Club will meet at 8 
tonight in the Student Center 
Activity F.oom A. For details, 
ca U 529-3841. 
ROTOR AND Wing 
Association will meet at 1 
tonight in Student Center 
Activity Room B. Please bring 
fees for Dayton trip if at-
tending. For details, call 457-
5847. 
PATRICIA F'ABIANO will 
present "You Make Me Sick: 
Women's Health Response:. to 
Sociocultural Myths snd 
Stereotypes" as part of "The 
Body . Politic,' Women's 
Studies Fall Colloquium Series 
at 4 today in Quigley Hall, 
Rooml19. 
EUREKA LUNCHEON at 
noon today at the Wesley 
Foundation, 700 S. Illinois Ave. 
Ken Wallace will lecture: 
"Faith and Authority; Who 
Has the Last Word?" 
WIN AN authentic football 
signed by the Chicago Bears. 
Guess bow many candy COrDf 
are in a jar. Tables from 11 
a.m. to 2 p.m. today through 
Friday at the Student Center. 
UNIVERSITY HONORS 
Program is sponsoring a 
lecture on "Women, The 
Economist, and the Global 
Marketplace" by publisher 
Marjone Scardino at 8 tonight 
in the Student Center 
Auditorium. 
COLLEGE DEMOCRATS 
will meet at6:30 tonight at the 
Lesar Law Building in the 
downstairs lounge. 
COLLEGE DEMOCRATS 
and the sm Law School 
Democrats will be hosting a 
debate between the State's 
Attorney candidates at 7 
tonight at the Lesar Law 
School Aud;torium. 
VETERANS' CLUB will 
meet at 8 tonight;n the Student 
Center Video Lounge. For 
details, call 549-0037 or 529-
0232. 
LOCATING MOTION Media 
workshop will be held from 2 to 
2:50 today in the Learning 
Resources Service Conference 
Room. Ft'r details, call 45:1-
Z258. 
LOW SALT Cooking Class, 
!ponsored by the Carbondale 
Clinic, will be held at 7 
DeL 2.S._rD.~r: • .l.:llJu.. .. WL..l 
Berkes at 549-~1, e.tt. 236. 
MINORITJES IN Com-
munication Arts and Sciences 
will hold its Midwest Con-
ference Nov. 17 and 18 at 
Michigan State Univers;ty, 
East Lansing, Mich. Deadline 
for reservations is Oct. 28. F'or 
details, call Lawrence N. Food 
at (;,17) 355-3410 or Bmy 
Dexter at Oil7) 355-9510. 
POSTAL CUSTOMER 
Council will provide a tour of 
the Carbondale Post Office at 
6:30 .,.m. Oct. 25. Send 
reservations by Oct. 21 to Vera 
MillE, Postmaster, Zeigler, 
6299&-9998. 
BRIEFS POLICY - The 
deadline for Campus Briefs is 
noon two days before 
publication. The briefs must be 
typewritten, and mGst include 
time, date, place and spons~ 
of the event and the name and 
telephone number of the 
person submitting the item. 
Hems should be delivered or 
mailed to the Daily Egyptian 
newsroom, Communications 
8uilding, Room 1247. A brief 
will be published once and only 
as space allows. 
?"~~~~~J 
Councils 
sponsor 
dance 
Saturday evening, 
Trueblood Hall will be tran-
sformed into an "alternative 
bar" where students can go for 
some alcohol-free fun. 
Presented in conjunction 
with National Alcohol 
Awareness Week and 
Homecoming Weekend l Saturday's dance is designea 
to cater to the needs of the 
under-21 student population. 
The event, which is the only 
university-sponsored dance 
outside of the Greek system 
this weekend, is sponsored by 
Neely Hall Council and the 
Triad Executive Council. 
For a $1 admission, students 
~.k ~nsr:i~~h:thfr!~8 
p.m. to midnight. 
A photographer also will be 
on hand, taking candid and 
posed shots, which wiUlater be 
offered for sale. 
"I thought it would be a good 
idea to promote school spirit, " 
said Neely Hall Council 
programming chair Lori 
Tibbets. 
Pizza Pete's is located 
in the Big Muddv Room 
on the lower level 
of the Student Center. 
HOURS: 
10:30-2:00 
Monday-Friday 
ITIS A PARTY TO BENEFIT 
SPECIAL OL YMPICSI 
Sponsored by: 
Student Center 
Programming Council 
Admission: '5.00 
!:~ket. avaliable at the 
Studer:t Center 
Central Ticket OHlce 
THE ULTIMATE 
PARTY! 
BE THERE!!! 
I' SWIl14 ! Automotive 
19~UNBIRD WfJ .• 400 
tnl on r.bull, e"SJ. 2000 mf. on 
rebull' trans, G.C. S195 080 .• 51· 
0528 ofter "pm or leave message. 
1977 CHEVY WAGON. N_ 11 .... -
braJutS Runs good. need. work. 
SJOO 080. CoIIS49.7161. 
lO·I9-tB ........... OIlIA043 
GOVERNMENT SElZEO V£HJO.ES 
/rom S 100. foNj •. Me..:.d ... Cor· 
~:;:: (I f~~;:;7=~':j s-~7.' 
". 16-86.. ........... 0349Aa63 
19i7 FOlIO G/lANADA. 2 dr .• 011 
Op~jom;. run •• C., needs poInt, S9OO. 
Col/ SondyoIS29-3000",861-2224 
10·19·88 ... _ ......... OI84Ao43 
1982 FORD ESCORT. manual. • •• , 
conditIon, r.d. no rust. Asking S 1250 
080. Col/ ... nl~D' 549-4950. 
10-19·8B . ............ Ol87Ao43 
:977 FORD MAVEIIICK. auto, p .... a-
<. 65,000 mile •. S90C 549-0689. 
10·19-88. .. . .. . .. 0197Ao43 
1973 BUICl( CENTURY ron. _I. 
350 C('. 0,,10. 69.000. -!"Oil off.,. 6. 
549-7761. S475. 
/0·11-18 ..... , ..... 05911\045 
1980 TOYOTA CEUCA roll' •• -
cellent. looks !ireal, $1300, coli 529-
1.369 
10-21-18 . . . . . . . . . .. . 067611045 
1979 MAlDA GLC. 4 dr., holt'hbock. 
doon. runs good. S150.00. C'8O. 
457-0588 
10-21-18 . " .. . , rN!77A045 
1976 DODGE MAXI·VAN <em .... ,on. 
am-1m .. 'peGk..- rosseh"., tK, ps. 
pb, Quto very n.w hres. 1(00 ;'rm or 
will leperof •. ,,57-05.:.:8 ofter"pm or 
i~\oemOSloge. 
1983 ESCORT. AUTO trans. !>C. om-
1m co .... 4 dr. S 1200. Mu.t •• 11. Call 
457-5759. 
10-20-88 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 044SAa44 
1984 CIIEVETTE. RED. 4 dr .• 4 .pd .. 
flO olr. 63.x .... mi .• flOOd mnd .. 
SIIOO.457-6129. 
10·21'" ... . ....... 0543A045 
1977 OLDS CUrlESS Sup. 3SD-VI 
•• cell.ot tuning, 72.000 miles. ~ully 
equip. 6IU-4757 bela ... 9am. 
lO·2!-88 .............. 0210Aa50 
1979 OLDSMOBILE TORONAOO. ac, I 8 MILES FROM SIU, New 3 bedroom. I .. I 
r:;~~~:~~~~~d brole ... SIOOO, : ~th;,,~~e ev.:::~. n~,~'~... Furniture 
10-21./'111 ...... , . , .... ,0S46A045 2567 \;;;. ---"---~--~ 
1979 'ORO PINTO. good conelltlan, I JENNt'S ANTIQUES AND ,,,ttd 
to~i~~~'.' ~.~~.~: ~~-~~2A045 Mobile Homes ::;;~~"MI::~nd'7n!: T:;:;'o:~·o ~~ 
1986 OLDS FIRENZA. luelln/ectlan. ._ mil ••. 8uyand •• 11. Call S4~ <978 
Oil', 4 door. am-1m ,,"'eo, excellent NICE. J2X55 MOBILE home. Qui.' M.ISS KITTY'S GOOD clean used 
condItion. $4500. S4'...,'25. pork. large ;-com,. must s ... Phone furnltur •. Open doUV_ 104 fait 
10-27-88 ........... 056611049 5<9-7513. Jadmlr. Sf. Carbondale, 
CARBONDALE 1912 DATSUN 280ZIC. 1980 14X50 1 bedroom. central air 10-26.88.. . . .. . 5012J..m41/ 
~z;' !':.j'..:;:;;r,:,i:::" ~'it/'::::J~ ::,,,,!!:tj:~~IyL~~r:~.II3~t '!;,7.:= WILDWOOD FURNITU .. - SALE 10. 3 
and mortua'. SS400 or best off.,.. Mob,'. Home Pork. E"cell.nf ~~9:. :v~~=mc~:~ S;~;~~9a:~ 
Call S29·2279. II eondlllon, 51500 fIrm .s29~S33' or coHee and end tool •• _1$ 01 S99, all 
1,!2io": 7; Gte: ;";~s ~06:::r~ ~~;S::!6.s. 2 bedroom. oc, wa.h.,.- wood din.'''' •• t. .tortlng a. bHt oHer. NPi brok ... 529-5646. drpr outl.f. 'urtllshed. or un. ~J!~'t~'':R:~n~~3f U·Mo" ~n 
Leo .. m ... oge. furnllhed. QuI.I .• IIady 10', Pleasant 10.27-88 ........... 0610Am49 
10-27," .............. 0695A ... 9 HIli Tr Court no. I, $4500. WIll KING SIZE WATER8ED ",lIh h..,d-
1982 CAMARO 8ERLENTA .XC. n"lJO"al., ~29·3465. boord and roll •. 1250 coli ~57-o.175 
cond .• , .. tops. '" .PfNds. new fir... 2 SfDROOM. afAN. 'Uf"n'sh.,J, a-c, Ask lor K.,tn 
55000 mil ••• $4200. 549-7749. Bel-Air Mobil_ Hom. Paric. 12 wid.. GAS AND ElECTRIC ,to... and :~7~YOT ... j9CELs.da~~c:, $3500. OBO. 529~55OS: . .~, '!i:'J; .. 7'~'::.c.'~':Kt~r::.: ~:d:' 
68.600 mI., l-own.,., 4dr .• aIr. auto. ~ ~ I .bed COUC. IIa.nd.chO',. 529.351. $3200. pll. 549·5494. I Mlacellaneou. a. ' 
10·25-8... ........... 061611046 I II J 
:::. oLJ~:'9~;g mIles. S600 or ~~!/:'~.!!t.~~~;;!.1:::: I f _ Mu.lcal 
1975 CHRnSEII NfWPORT 45.000 S29-1389 GUITAR, BASS LESSON~. MOSl 
mll.s. MW fires. soalilee . .1495. FOR SALE DAVINET and chair. .sty,.... Experl.nc:e 'H,her. SIU 
caO. 529-4460, 536-85B5 after.1 recliner <IIalr, magnava. ..erea Grad. Half olf I •• I ... an. RId>. 549-I Part. and Service. :::!rf;;'·"· play.,., ph. 614-4386 :~~:!~ U:!P'A~~!~IC f::::-;' 
WILDWOOD MOBILE HOME supply U.ed 110 .. 4X4' $300. W. hove 15 
TRANSMISSION REPA',.. AM Avfo and s«vlc •. W. stock varIous siz.J. mtn. ...Jus 3D min. topes lor your So,., and Service. 605 N. ''''nail. 0' doors, Windows. WIndow ports, cNmOS, 8 and " trade In house 
451·7631, m .. toJ gnd .,'nyl skirting. faucets. fl. studIo. W. don't ,ud ,.11 It, w811v. 
~~-8!uro SALES' ~~ ·S·~~~! ::: :Ju:r:Cif :~:~r~i~~::d '&~"!~O::5't.~:::i, '22). 1!I'noll. 
buy, .~II and rent con lIepalr Ph. 529-S33 1 PIANO RENTAl.. LOW a. US per 
fonlgn ""d dom.stlc cars. Tron· METAL. FOR .$I(IRTlNG, siding. and month for as 'ong os you wI,h. No 
.smlss'on tiF .. 10"sf. Lo ..... CfJr ,.n,g' .tc. VariOus colors and sIzes. Cn.dc prMlure '0 buy. I year no Intw.st. 
Tgi .. , (mUif be 21 to ,.n') and extro the rest then come to wher. your 12 months rent may opply to pur-
low ren'al ref.. for our flOrae- dollor does be". AIt.,. 20 yeors Its mas. of 0 nIIW plQno. 8)"01s" 
cuslom ..... 505 N. lllinol., Coli 5<9- .tlII Fo.t .... 529-5505. Keyboord. 521 W, MaIn. M",'on 993-
1331 NIGERIAN FOOD5-STOCKF'SH. gorl. 8562 :;~yBBUSEO TiRes ~'I~';:'S:"~ ~'';;'':-;~a:'~ ~~E ;m~: I r=:.:.....--".---~...,.--. 
~:,~ ;":'~~;~:2~.99. Gator Asle I"" Tan,. 
I'u "M~;;~~I;~' ",I it·· .'. . EI.ct"onlu:J 
- - , . - .. -- - lOUCATIONAl otSLOUNT. ACER 
'82 YAMAHA MAXIM 550, mint 710. 768K, 201.18 IIord dille, 
CORd .. black. /6.000 mil ••• lots 01.- Pona"""l< pr'nler, WordPerlect 5.0. 
fro •• n.wl" "5. S975. 457·2017, $1950. DotoComm Sy •• m •• 529. 
• -fOIItENT·. 
Apartment. 
CAR80NDALE I BDIIM apt. lu,-
nl.B.d. Mop'. Grov. Aporfm.nfs, 
Wot.,. and ,rosn lumls#led. new 
corpe'. I'I.-w windows, new doors. 
n4PW moHre" ond plotforr •. No pels. 
counfry s.tttn;. 451-5984. 
12·14-88 . . . . . . . .. . .. 28038077 
ltH 'LUXURY APTS or. no' r;reat.cJ 
8qi.'O"" for on appt. to SN 0 2 bdrm 
town 110m. with • .x:dus'". SW 
(oeollon, ,ky'19hts In spaclou, bdrrn, 
prlvof. '-need pofte. r90.sonc:JbI. 
utll. CDIIs, mini-blinds, ond fully 
equIp. 'or(J8' kitchens. coli Chrts 451-
6194. ~49·3973. 
W-24-88 ........... 0470_ 
COALE, 2 BDRM unlurnl.hed, Water 
~:!,ht!:h:a:~~k7~~"2J~rn. Q~I.t 
11·1S," . . . . . . .. ..... 033681165 
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY WITH lull 
"",ch.n.519-22., 
.0·27-88 .... c. .••.• OlSO .... 9 
TOP (:'DALE LOCATIONS. two bdrm. 
fum. opts. Absolutely no pets Coil 
6IU-414S 
10-28'" O429Ba50 
2- 801M. EDGE of campus. mga, 
utllltl.s fuml.hed. Gao Properly 
Manag ..... coli 529·2620 
10-20-88 . . . . . . . . . . . 0159_ 
2 8EOROOM, FURN iN unfurn. air, 
carpet. wafer, s10rtlng 0' S 195 •• 57· 
46011 or 457-S956. 
11.7-18 .... . . . .. 01538056 
I 8EDROOM IN .fflclency opts. 
oVt.:I'abl. now r..nd second lemltS'.r 
Dunn .. "ptl. 250 S. LewiS lone. "'57-
2403 
11·7-88 .... 0189Ba56 
FfMAlE flCW)MMATE NEfDED lor 
Spring ,e.'Ttftt.,-. EoJ.Y walk '0 
compus. beautiful furnt.h.d 
:n~::,·r~I1';t~"::'~2::OOJ,: 
4.00 pm. 
10-24-88 .... 0172_ 
UNFURN'SHED EXECUTIVE 
TOWNHOUSE. 2 bdr.... <obi •. 
goroue. $490 P'" mo. Coif 549-002 I 
or 549-5260. 
11-8-8B ........... Ol948aS7 
EFFICIENCY APTS. AU u.lllt1 .. paid, 
1220 and up, II I W Ch..-ry Coli 
541-5 192. ?M-F, 9-4:30. 
10-26-18 . .. .... . .... 06678041/ 
M'80R0 VERY NICE 2 bdrm ond 
~~~=:t~.o;r~t::'c:'Jl-=.'1 
10-21-88 . . . . . ....... 0211Ba4S 
NICE. ClEAN. CARPETED. furnlsMd. 
One Wdroom duple •. Close to Rec 
414 S. Grollom. 529-3581 or 529-
1820. 
10-21-18 ... ...... 0611Ba45 
SAVE EXPENSIVE RENTI M'_o. 2 
':::;a~r.",;ow~..!r,,(,;::'~~50Nlce. 
10-28-88 .............. 068IBa50 
M'8ORO FUIINISHED APT 10< renl. 
Ulllltl.s paId In <ounlry. Call 617· 
3346. 
10-31," .. . .. ,. 0620Ba51 
APT. AVAIl. NOW. To be .ubl.l. 
fum. cia,. to camptls. wat., and 
fro." Ind. Call 5294437 
10-21-88 . . . . . . 0569 .... 5 
Jt'XXXXKXXXXJ( CAMBRIA 
xxxxx.xxx.. I and 2 bedrOQr"l 
opod",.nfs .for"ne a' S 185 
XXltIlI .. I .. I.,Z ••• .x CARBONDALE 
~:::~xxho~s~';~br.'.·"~~ 
e":~ ~~r;!,~=;, =t:'n::'~f ,! 
com".,., $ 190. 2 bedroom 'roll ... , 
Mat '0 COl"lpus. you can .tMJ' ,his 0.""1_' xxxxxxxx .. ".XX.iU· ElKVillE 
xa:;all'x:rXlot"JI[ 3 bedroom, 2 both 
house, defamed garage. opp',crnces 
furn, .. i1ed. ,oom lor your dog 
xxxxXJ(XJl'X O{.derl,n Property 
Mono~~..,..ellt"S7-612I, 9854821 
\jolJ-l 
'<:R3L 
RENTALS 
Office At: 
501 E. College 
Large 1 Bedroom 
& Efficiency Apts. 
Clean, well maintained 
1984 NISSAN SENTRA XE. ac, pi, 
am-1m "'._ •• 5 opel .• 84.000 mi. 
S2700. 617~. 
10-25,", . , . , .. , ...... 06741\047 
1976 NOVA 2-011. 6 <'(lInder. ""'0. 
_ ._Ing. SJOO. 010. 129-
YAMAHA RJC50. 83. IooIc sharp. run 2563. 
_II. good ./Iope. anly $250, ",118/11 WOIIDf'ERFECT 5.0 EDUCATIONAL 
or Pal 01529-2437. discount, $135. DotoComm Syst.ms. 
FOR SALE. 75 Handa C8 5SO four 529-2563. 
INDEPENDENT LIVING CAR-
BONDALE 10'"98 efflc:I.ncy. fum op'. 
...... CO"'PU', bolll. lull kitchen, 0<. 
qul.t seIll"". lree parking. L11lcoln 
;::::r~ts.~1 ':and:"'i:k,on:x.~~~ 
6-0m0t. foil $200 mo. a.,ldent 
monDfIW an ,.,.....,.... Call 549-
SUBlEASING NICE, EFFICIENCY apl I ~On~ A~fr'2::INot.:HIS~C::' ~2~ 457-4422 
1014 fro;n 3.30-10:3Opm. 10-21-$11 .......... 05708045 __ ;;.... _____ ", 
furnished and 
air conditioned 
5S05. 
10·21-88 ........... 061_ 
1978 PO/ISCHE 924. bronz.. brown 
Int .. all'. sunroof. no rust, runs and 
looks good, $5000. coli 529-5263. 
10-2$ 88 .............. 0547Aa-f7 
1986 CAVAliEr. l·24. V-6. loaded. 
low mil., . •• cellent =nc/ttJon. coli 
457-3391 a.k lor Gino. 
Transmissions 
Rebuilt 
1 year 
Warran~' 
Front 
& 
Rear 
Wheel Drive 
$350& up 
Campus 
Auto 
good runnl"" bike. 5500 080. Call ISM 51'2 COLOR printer .•• cell.,,1 
lor Jeff, n_. 549-4706. condition. coli 6lU-3143 M",,-Frl 80m 
1982 YAMAHASECA 650, _tl..... to.",.". 
f::' G:':~:~~~~~::;: [1;t~;~d;~~~ii~';1 
0110. Ph. 529-4460 or $36-BS8~ .. ft... ~~ ~·~~;;.n.;o' Tj,,';;'g: E···~;rn~.,··· =-!~~::~=-.:~:: 
GOVERNMENT HO.IAES FROM $1 (U bioadlln ... AKC Toy Poodle., 833-
repair). Dellquent "'" properly. 6723, Heo~h"""ronteed. 
lI.po ..... lans. Coif 1.a05-617-6000_ COOL VALLEY IOARDING Kennel •. 
bt. GH-9501 foreurr_repo.ll.t. 36 Runl-S2.OQ..$3.00 per cloy. Hwv-
STATEl Y BRIO( HOME In Anno, 14. f)uQuoIn. fI_ 62832. 542-f282_ 
conwnl."tly Iocoted fa all ~.. FOR SALE: PfIIANHAS, Coli 549-Thls_or ___ 1615_ . 
:::"=:":' ,::,I::rtQ,,::! g::-':,:'O:;'::~U~~roc:: 
:t";',:="ia ':!."ta'.=i.::: rc"af/e!:d S.fO ti.'. S5!' wit:. 
Esto,. Co. eo,. 133-7331 f..".ngs 3&~lon ;r.r:.;" 0... Pet . 
8J3'2;~SURANCE I:. u~~;~~~~:~uP~lIe~] 
•••• •••••••• •••••• ••••••• BICYClES I BICYCLES I 8K.YCLES; All 
Health •... ~.~onlJ speed., Adults. Coli 457-4238. . .1 
! rR..cr_tlo~I. vehlde'.;l 
Auto: ...... ~~~~';'!.' I ..oM AND RV SI"",ue. 4 _'. 
$I~OO. 457-4552. 
Motorcycles & ~ • Calh • 
~&MoIpI"ttomw We Buy TV's, 
AYALA Stereos, VCR's 
549·8433 INSURANa A1-TY715 50 III. 
600 Grand . 457-4123 'I 529-4717 __ 
r------------------------------------· ! Dally Egyptian Classified Mail-In Order Form 
i I Pri"' your dOllified od in the space provided. Moil olong Wiln your cneck 10 the 
I Daily Egy"lion Clonified ;,apl •. CommunlColiont Building, SIU. Corbondole. IL 62901 
!l~~lll_jfj~lITI 
I _ ~~_ _ ~pay. _-+- 7 Days i 3 Days : 1 Oat· • I Cost i 3Iine,_ 11.40 8.61 4.;' I 1.9Z ' 
I Per 4 I;n<. :~:~ 11.411 ~:!~ Z.56 
I Ad r ~ ~:~:: H80 :;:~~ 9.54 ~ --"1 
:Start Date No. Of Days To Run _____ ~ 
I(Requlfedlorolliceu.eo"I~) Classification -~-~- ---~- I 
I Name 
: Address I 
I c ,tv Stote lip Code pho"_ I 
I I I Please ch,,:,a;e to mv credit card: I 
f : VlS... Maste-rCard F>1.a". 9' ....... ,Oul ('11'0,1,' (Old ... p.t.at,on dOle- \o .... e ton pra< .. u your UrOtH I; 
I - -- C,"",,,",d •• P".''''odo', __ .L-._ ~ 
: I· 
" . '~4C:( 
a 
,., T~~~:' 
f4~i1d~ 
Trick or trNt a friend to a Ha'IowNn 
menage. Your menage will appear Monday, 
October 31. in the Doily Egyptian. 
Tell your trick or treat menage to a friend 
In 311".. or'", for '5.00 (30 characters to a line). 
For an extra treat, p'ace your menage 
In the special Halloween art for IUlt an additional 
'1.00. Deadline; 1 ;OOpm, Thursday. October 27 . 
Print your message here: ______________ _ 
Circle Halloween Art: 
E 
Total C051 __ _ 
Halloween Art ' •. 00 Receipt' __ _ 
Name: 
Address: 
Phone: 
I Signature CD - I', i dl V~ l Clip and return to the Daily E9yptian 
: I Get Results With The D.E. Classi' e ____ . -_1 '-___ C_la .. s_s .. if_ie .. d_D .. e_p_a_rt .. m_e_n_t_, C_o_m_m_U_"_iC_a_tio_n_s_B_u_i_ld_in_9_---
Two & Thr .. 
Bedroom 
906 W. McDaniel 
5155. logan 
4081;1 E. Hester 
500 W. College 2 
209 W. Cherry 
5065. Dixon 
529·1082 
"ew Laxary 
Towehoases 
Highest Qaallty 
LoweSit Prices 
400 Block W. ColI.g. 
(all: 
529·1082 
·1) " 
DUPle~ 
CARBONDALE 2 IIORM, app/'onan, 
un'urn. 20B &nerold Len. n.-ar 
Murdo'. Yard. leo.... U50. 529· 
1S40 
1/·3·81/" ,1U66BfS4 
APT IN COUl'tlriy on 200 ocre ;arm 
HJkJng, t1unflng. "shlng. ne.' to S 
National For.~ t Very ,.o.conobl. 
ufility Coral DrOM' 684·J.'3 Cajl 
offerS 00 pm 
I 10·21,88 ~6i781<1 
i r' Bu.ln .... PrOp6Hty 
;L~" ..... . 
CDA. .. t 120050flot,no;: c,.c,-'O"j(~ 
:!'pocG' )450 !Je 'TIC I J.4 HIe, e 
PhQ(1~"~' :4;' ;;;',1.>' 4. pm 
'I Ill-80S 0:!37Bht:~ 
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Quick Trip 
Deli Special 
Bring a Friend 
~ Price on a Second Hoagie 
fFifi2ooz.SOdo"(;ndyourChoice-, 
I of chips - potato salad or slaw with I 
I a purchcse of our Hoagie Loaf Sub I 
I made with your choice of meats I 
~~~~~~~~ __________ J 
Quick TrIp at Grand & W'all 
Happy 211t 
Birthday 
Amy Dawson 
Low~, 
YourOlnnkk 
Buddies 
~~~ 
We trained 
hard & long 
to learn dance 
& song 
& it all paid 
off. We 
had a blast 
from the past 
performing 
the Greek 
Olympics & 
it was well 
worth it. 
Your Olympians 
The Men of 
Remember ... 
REAL 
MEN 
don't eat 
TOAST 
Happy 
19th 
Birthday 
FROM 
Julie 
& 
Coleen 
Place a 
Halloween 
Smile Ad 
to run 
Fri., Oct. 28 
Includes one 
piece of 
Halloween 
artwork 
Free 
Deadline 
Wed., Oct. 26, 
by 2:00p.m. 
Congratulations 
to 
flZ 
& 
CP~K 
on your 
1st place 
finish 
and to 
e::: 
& 
Ar~ 
on your 2nd 
place finish 
in the Great 
SalukiTailgate. 
The Men of 
ATn 
Greeks Do 
It Again! 
~ 
Comics 
Doonesbury 
~ 
frrrt J i 
, 
WHIN ~! &!CUtoll( 
IN1"UI!::> Tl<a IIfOOAll 
IT CloO"!A'TTK>lT1OW SI-
C""'6! ITWA6THI6. 
No",arr·rooel~cJrt. • .s"t1"IO 
formIMaurptlMan ...... , .. tug. 
geaI-ct br ~hII moo.l! car'loon 
Mister Boffo 
SLOW'OI.J-~E>· 
()PTJI,I:l:A¥JNlV' 
IlJummCIJA\.-
O'I.{WTrnON 
-& .¢ 
Bloom County 
Mother Goose & Grimm 
Today's Puzzle 
ACROSS 43 Four-In·hand 2 Monsten 33 Actor 810 ... 
1 Riche. 44 Buslnna Ibbr. S I, "'cllMd 34 Pot Kl'Ubbar 
5 ".,k', " MOlt edorabll "H. kaHd Luc.,. 3e Indoor de .. ~ 
offerings .1 BIU.r 5 NCO 31 Hlreln: abbr. 
10 Elevator 50 plc.ure 1)-0. • UiMtS • oS, St ....... , 
mogul tor IIbort IO.IptN» d,.. ... 
1 .. PWlllar .uthor 52 eos'llIo 7 Otdera 42 Ear: pref. 
lS ,.. Garbo S3 WylH - , AlK'relnot 46 T .... .ct 
.8 Smlll boy: &p. 5C Aslom .. land 48 So. 
17 B .. Ic. 57 Double- • 80 Impottlrlon. 411 Excap. 
1t M.t. - meet cro.... 10 _ million 51 Gr.ted 
20 BolaheM' 00 Btrd"" Irln l' Jalopy 54 Retf'G. rocbt 
21 In I .orth.... 62 Vivid dlaplaY 12 _ lOt 5S Talent 
wilty 63 OphWJan 13 Call 'Of help 5fi a •• r 
23 female: luttl.. is Afr. pt ... t " Scotft 57 Ceramic pice 
2. Fteurv' 66 Ealtam VIP 22 Exelamatlon 58 Cake 
26 Cuckoo 67 Artt.uriln t.dy 25 _ '-uPoni' dKol1ltor 
27 H.I., 61 PlnocIllo IomI 27 Go~.nd Sf "The - ...... 
29 Nul II Salmon 21 N.It~. oLlIQrabo" 
32 Gobi a.g. aptIlIJrun; c;:ohort {CarroH, 
35 Turf ar... !O AaM .nct 61 AHention-
37 San DleQO 70 /4. 1100111 a... gett., 
• ttraction 31 MI~aced 12 force through 
38 VIrtuoso oow" 32 Computer &1 81tter 
.a AnswMS 1 Roof .... tp"j~ toddef wetch 
. . . ' 
.. . " 
17 ,. 
.. 
." .. ..... 
HI, 
6lJYS1 
By Joe Martin 
By Berke Breathed 
By Mike Peters 
, 
.' . H-~I 
.' . ... ! I 
• .... 
-•• 
. " ... ,. .. 1 
12 11)4 .u ... . " 
.. . ... " .. 
u .... ... 
" 
..... 1 
• •• .... .... ... .. .. 
." 
51 ~ ... 11 
" 
... .. 
~ ... 
.' 
-fo--
.. ... ... 
Puzzle answers Me on page 2:.J 
fF.,6OOD 
MCl<NING, 
MR. PRJ;5/-
[)tNT. 
\ 
\ 
131J£55 1AIi~/JT" 
~ JU5TRr~N 
MY FIRST 
NATIONAL--
5I3CIJRlTY 
COUNOL-
MIZTI/li(jl / ' 
_ JlH"" " I till', . .-
, '.4- "I 
• ~ ~ It " 
t ,""-
., ......-.-
....... "1<-
," ,," .' 
By Garry Trudeau 
6R£AT'I'M 
HAVING A 
6OIJ{)HAIR 
[JAY' 
! 
ADVERTISE 
HERE 
For more Information 
call 
536·33 '11 
Daily Egyptian 
Advertising Department 
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'Doonesbury' back in paper 
Subscribers cancelled after ed~ pulled political strip 
SPRINGFIELD (uP!) - A 
barrage of complaints Monday 
promptP.<i officials at the state 
f:P~~:;:' or: ~&::w~r'U:! 
poli tica I comic strip 
"Doonesbury" - but It will 
reappear on the 01Hld page 
instE-ad of the comi"S page. 
The strip, whicn has been 
cntical of Vice Fresident and 
Republican presidential 
candidate George Bush, was 
absent without explanation 
from the State Journal-
Register's ct'mic page Monday 
and editors at dle paper said 
only that the strip \PAS "in-
definitely suspended. " 
"We were told that it's been 
indefinitely suspended while 
Wt! 1:i"y IV,W comics," said Paul 
Povr.e, the ne.wspaptor's cit}' 
editor. "I was aware of It 
Friday." 
l.ater in the day Mike 
Kienzler, the newspaper's 
associate citv editor, said 
"Doonesbury,r would return to 
the Journal-Register begin-
ning Thursday, but it would 
appear on the op-ed page - not 
its usual spot on the comics 
page. 
Kienzler said the newspaper 
got "lots" of complaints and 
some cancellaticns but he 
would not estimate either. 
"Some were canceling, but 
most said their piece and that 
was it. They were remarkably 
nice," he said. 
On Tuesday, the newspaper 
carried a box on the 0JHld page 
explaining its move. 
"Pol tical cartooning often 
uses personal ridicule as a 
means of expressing opinion. 
Very often, however, this 
t:~q~:/u~~~:: ~itsth~ 
breaking point, OJ the 
newspaper said. "In recent 
,,:eeks, Garry Trudeau, the 
creater of "Doonesbwy." has 
pushed well beyond those 
limits for a comic page feature 
where the lJurpose should be 
enter:ainment and not r.ar-
tisan politics." 
But the newspaper also 
indicated "Doonesbury" 
might not be back for long. 
"The continued publication 
of i.hif. feature, as with any 
other feature, will be regularly 
re-evaluated," it said. 
Early Mondlly editors at the 
paper said they were not 
consulted or told of the action, 
but they believe it is only 
temporary. 
"We can only speculate, but 
it's pretty obvious whv it's 
gone," one editor said: "All 
we've been told is tMt's it's 
temporary." 
Monday's "Doonesbury" 
continues its "worst case 
scenario" and reports the 
death of George Bush in 1989 
from rancid l>Ork rinds. The 
last panel shows an invisible 
Dan Quayle calling his 
grandmother, excited at being 
able to take over the 
presidency. 
Trapped whale suffers pneumonia 
ANCHORAGE, Alaska 
(UP!) - One of three gray 
whales trapped by ice was 
sufferini from pneumonia and 
trying to re.it it::! tired head on 
an ice shelf Tuesday as rescue 
workers with rifles guarded 
against polar !:lear scavengers 
and an icebreaking barge 
raced to the area. 
"It's really hea:·tbreaking," 
Cindy Lowry of Greenpeace 
said of the sick wha!~, which 
like the others gasps for 
breathe through two holes in 
the i~e off Point Barrow, the 
northernmost tip of America. 
The whale was wheezing 
with water in its lungs, suf-
fering from pneumonia and 
trying to rest its chin on a shelf 
of ice, said Ron Morris, rescue 
coordinator for the National 
~~:f~~s t:~~i 0: tn;i':c::[~~ 
service. 
At daybreak, the biggeo>t 
~.elicopter in Alaska, a 
The whale was wheezing with water in its 
lungs and trying to rest its chin on a shelf of 
ice. 
National Guard CH-54 
Sikorksy Skycrane lifted off 
from the Prudhoe Bay oil 
complex on a Pentagon-
approvE<! mission to tow a 185-
ton ~il company icebreaking 
barge 200 miles across the 
arct:c to free the whales from 
an i('y death. 
The launch repeatedly was 
delayed Monday by minor 
glitches, prompting National 
Guard Lt. Mike Haller to sav, 
"We're getting to sound like 
the space shuttle." 
Haller said the Skycrane -
pulling the huge icebreaking 
barge by four BOO-foot-long 
nylon-and-steel cables -
would trav~l as fast as it Wtily 
could but would need at least a 
full day to make the perilous 
journey to reach the otherwise 
doomed whales. 
The whales are 7 miles from 
open water to the west where 
they could resume their 
migration to warmer waters 
off California and Mexico. The 
California gray whales had 
dawdled in the region too long, 
allowing the ice to trap them 
for more than a week. 
But 7 miles to the east are 
eight polar bears, hunting for 
seals, and they would have no 
compunction about maki.ng a 
feast of the weakened whales, 
Morris said. 
Unconclous skydiver saved In failing drama 
CATAWBA, N.C. (UPl) - At 
11,000 feet, skydiver Frenk 
Farnan was unconsCiOllS and 
unal:>le to open his chute. He 
was plummeting, spinning, 
spread-eagled, arms flapping 
"like a rag doll," The ground 
was seconds away. 
Eddie Turner, in free fall 
above, was trying to reach 
him, then plun"ed past and 
went into a 'dead spider 
position" trying tl) slow his 
fall. 
.. [ finally caught up with him 
after a while, at :1,500 feet," 
Turn~r said, recalling Ll)e 
Sunday drama in the skies 
above Clewiston, Fla. 
Farnan still doesn't 
remember how 1".ll'Iler - with 
about 10 seconds remaining 
before they hit the ground -
pulled Farnan's rip cord and 
then his own, sending two 
canopies billowing above the 
men. 
.. U's a pretty fantastic feat. 
I'm dam lucky," Farnan said 
Tuesday from his home in 
Lake Worth, Fla., a day after 
being released from the 
Hendry County General 
Hospital Monday after 
treatment for a concussion and 
a few bruises. 
Turner, 33, and Farnan, 45, 
jumped out of a plane at 13,000 
feet Sund£y along with about a 
dozen other members of a 
skydiving team that was 
trying to form a speed star, or 
a round formation during a 
practice for a competition. 
"One of the divers came in 
too fast and hit another diver 
(Farnan) in the head and 
knocked him out. I didn't 
SCANNER 
actually see it because I was 
looking at the guy across from 
me," Turner recalled Monday 
at his home on Lake Norman 
near Catawba. 
"I finally figured be was in 
trouble but for a while I 
thought be was trying to pull 
the rip cord on his - reserve 
chute. I couldn't see what be 
was dOing. All the way be was 
flaJ>ping his arms in the wind 
like a rag doll. He was upside 
down and spinning all the 
W/l.,/." 
Then, Turner said, "1 
started flying closer to him 
and grabbed one of his legs and 
reached and grabbed his cord 
and ripped it open and the 
chute came open. 
Learn To Skydivel 
Archway Skydiving Centre 
Home of SIU SkydIvers CIty AIrport 
~~. Sparta,ll 
~-=- 549-2137 
or 
-618-443-9020 
201 Washington 
JEItEMlflH·S .~ 
Surprise SultcGse W.ekend 
ForI 
ving Fri.,Nov.4th Returning SUf'.,Nov.6th 
I~clud.s: Transportation ,lodging and 
'100 CflSH winner?ays for all food & 
addition",! expense 
• MU3tbe :::1 to enter. 
• Double accommodation. 
• Must be present to win. 
• Winners leave from Jeremiah's after drawina . 
• BRING YOUR SUITCASE! ~ 
Register any Tue •• Wed •• Thur. 
Original 3 for 1 Happy Hours 4-6, 9-10 
Stoll."C 
ng 10~OO pm FRI •• ItOV 4th 
Last to enter Wed. Nov. 2nd 
Puzzle answers 
.s A 
A G E E .G R E T A • I • 0 
B R A S S T A C K S • D S 
Now you can 
Digitize Pictures, 
Graphics, and 
anything else you 
can dream up or 
create. 
~r~lmll~ Educational Workshop'Js .:::E~~:!, ~ Matting Service -
E 
o E 
A R 
T I 
A C 
T 
R I 
M 
A 
., E E A 
l E A D H A 
R T 0 
T I S T R E J 0 
I • C U T E R 8 C H R 0 M 
T M E A 
o T P P < R 
10 • DI R 
I 
E., 
~t 
A n 
ThE Wo.G~!tic Coma 
KOPIES & MORE 
607 S. ILLINOIS AVE. 
5?9·5679 
Consignment Sales 
Drill, and Sand Service 
Art & Craft Sales 
453·3636 
1·LB. PKC •... 
• 
~~' EXTRA FANCY EASTERN'I'I' ~ /i.:- -. . (40' OFF LABEU U.S. NO.1 SIZE "A" . '. JONATHAN, GOLDEN OR REO '.'~/. f)J\ \ LAUNDRY Idaho'. . " DeGdous:, \ 1VJ ride Potatoes ~,.' :', Apples :' ~Detergent 
10-LB. BAC. . . S·LB. RAC. . . 42·0Z. BOX .... 
~_ • VALUABLE COUPONI .... 
.2Oe KROGER USDA GRADE A " 
• LARGE OR EXTRA • 
• Large • 
• Eggs I 
• DOZEN... • 
• • • • • I 
I • 8 
• • I • • 
\:c D'Z., 
============= ~========~~ =========~ _ ---' .. '"'_.-. 
SltllWltI ....... KlDlilcliru 
"-tlltlM.Iltlu..,. 
New' No (holesrfl :>1. NO suyar. 
LOW Sodium! 2---9 Frookle 7.<Jz .. 
COOkies ... 80x 
NEW! Chunky White 
Gourmet 
Turkey Sala~ 
299 Jf- ~ ........... _ St.1E \ Lb. ( SOt j< 
\-'''vV'.r--' 
(SAllE 80' PER L8J Ec~ricn 010 F .. nlonea.~ 
Olive or Plckie & Pimento 2 99 Luncheon 
Loaves .... LD 
Fresh North Atlantic 
Pollock 
Fillets 
Bay 
scallops 
~.399 ~499 
(Lemon·pepper, cajun or MeSQuite) 499 
Fresh Marinated 
Catfish ............... Lb. 
RHOADES, from Page 26 
"We have dealt with 80 mu('h 
inexperience. There are so 
manr positions with people 
plaY-Dg them that have never 
played there before. Also, we 
had several junior college 
players who weren't here in 
~:":!d~~g::. hadn't even 
"Since there are people in 
totally -,ew ;,ituations, it is 
hard w lI\8.y what level we 
sbould be at." 
Tompkins said despite their 
youth, the defense has worked 
consistently hard to reach the 
level they have. 
SCOTT,---
from Page 28 
De:lnna Sanders and 
sophomore Amy Rakers 
return;ng i.o provide leader-
ship for the younger playe!'!l. 
Also returning for the 
Salukis will be senior guard 
Tonda SeaJS and junior for-
ward Deanna Kibe:!kis, both 
expected to add needed sup-
port. 
In the past, team defense .is 
been the No. 1 goal of tl..e 
Saluki women's b...sketbsll 
team and Scott said this season 
will be no exception. 
"The players here take great 
pride in their defensive pIa)," 
said Scott, who pointed out that 
the Salukis were ranked 
among the top-five teams in 
the country in scoring defense 
(fewest points allowed> from 
1982 to 1987. 
"The kids haven't given up 
all year; they've had that kind 
of attitude. That is what it's all 
about; picking yourself up and 
cuming back." 
The biggest problem 
Tompkins sees was the 
defenders were trying to do too 
many things right away. 
"We tried to put in too much, 
too soon. We have gone back to 
being Simple and will build on 
that. The kids seem more 
confident with that. 
"Tackling is one of our big 
problems, tt.at is a big one. 
Really, we need to improve m 
every aspect of the game." 
Irlah coach concerned with record 
sourn BEND, Ind. (UPI) -
Notre Dame Coach Lou Holtz 
Tuesday sal.d it is more im-
~tant to be undefeated than 
_ Jo. 1 at this point in the 
season. 
The Fighting Irish Jumped 
from fourth to seconcf in the 
ratings after a 31-20 victory 
Saturday over the Miami 
Hurricanes, who fell from Ne. 
1 to fourth af'er the loss. 
Sports Briefs. 
Meade to speak at Boosters 
B~ Meade will be th~ guest speaker at the Booster Club 
meeting at nc.vn Thursday at the Ramada Inn. Head Football 
coach Rick Rhoads also will speak. 
Intramural wrlstwrestllng today 
An intramural wristwrestli'lg meet will be at 7 p.m. today in 
the Recreation Center gymnasium. Weigh-in for men and women 
will be from 5 to 7 p.m. Reg~tration closes at 6: 45 p.m. 
Fitness day scheduled at Rec 
A fitness day will be beld from 4 to 7 p.m. today in the lower 
level of the Rei: Center. 
Moonilght canoe on campus 
Scott said the loss of Moonlight canoeing will be held from 8 to 10 p.m. tonight on 
Berghuis and Bonds will give Campus Lake. A patrol boat will make regular rounds on the 
the Salukis a new look on of- lake for safety. 
fense. 
"Due to our lack of power 
and strength, our inside game 
;c~tt:~d~':'~ ~~ :o::~~i~ 
to dominate inside liJte we once 
did. 
"I d" feel that our outside 
shooting will improve though, 
and with our added quickness, 
we will pia y a more up-tempo 
style of batketball." 
Scott isn't setting any 10n$-
tenn ~oals for the team at this 
point m the season, bu~ she is 
expecting one thing out of 
them right now. 
"I want them to f()(;us on 
what they want to accomplish 
as a tellm this year," Scott 
said. "My goal right now is to 
~~c!~':!e ~ team to be the best 
~r Murdole I D'NT~~,~NT<I Hol.lf'l. ..... ~o.labl. Noowc,nfment 
'lK.~'QrytQr 11 .. ,~~:,· i Co;1457·2123 
r -a4 
! 
RG~t~~~r~~ I 
Resume and 50 
copies for only 
$19.88 
Thl LootGRAPItJc Coon 
KOPIES & MORE 
()()7 S ILLINOIS AVE. I 529-5679 
II I 
Selktefense set for women 
A self-defense workshop for women is scheduled from 5 to 7 
p.m_, Thursday in Room 158 of the Rec Center. The first of a two-
part workshop, "The Psychological Component" will be offered 
this week. 
For more information, contact Susan Powell, Women Services, 
at 453-3655. 
Pep rally planned for Friday 
SIU-C Homecoming bonfire and pep rally activities will be at 
6:30 p.m., October 21 at the SIU Arena Fields. For more in-
formation, call 536-3393. 
Spelunkers clinic on Monday 
A caving clinic will be from 7 to 9 p.m., Monday in the 
multipurpose room at the Ree:: Center. Pre-registration is not 
required. 
For more information. contact Bob Springston at 687-2079. 
SELF-DEFENSE FOR WOMEN 
Student Rec Center Room 153 
Thurs_ Oct. 20& Thurs. Oct. 27 5-7pm 
Being able to defend yourself from physical assault 
mvolves both ment~1 & physical preparanon This 
howo-pan workshop wiD focus on these two components 
of seif--d~f~ .... ....:; , 
Part 1: "The Psychological Component" , ' /-~ Part 2: "The Physical Component" _-' ( 
~. I. ""'. For further ,nformaMn contact SIIS4II Powell lit _ ' _ \ 
/''?0,? "-. 453-3f.,55. Cost: F'ee. --- '. \ 
.; '7/:.; • '" /. .~~", '~ -- /./. ~i'~\: ill * ~;~~f.~~ i~}~2~ 4~ 
-1}~ 
.. , ..... , ./, ,.\.\" 
sp,-,r,sored by Women's Services. Office of Intromural 
Recreational Sports and the Campus Safe;y Fee Board. 
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MCLEOD THlATER 
Wednesday 
Night Wipeout 
3 Beers for a Buck 
2 for 1 Speedrails 9 .. 12pm 
Cuervo Shots '100 
Schnapps Shots. 75 ¢ 
Join Mixmasters RAMADA 
INN 
remember 
WHEN JUST BEING 
yourself 
WAS GOOD ENOUGH? 
ITSTILLIsr 
u you use alcohol to be someone you're not, contaCt: 
SeH Over Substance (S_O.S.) at \til< Wellness Center. 
5364441 
Join In these alcohol free events In 5Upport of National 
C01legiate Alcohol Awareness Week • October 16-22, 1988 
"Make A Difference" 
WEDNESDAY. OCT. 19 -AtnessCrue4-;PMRecCenter 
·SpediIl Olympics Fundra!ser 9PM Sb.denl Center 
THURSDAY. OCT. 20 ."DIrty Dancing" Concert 7 :3OPM Arena 
-"Chalnsaw Massacre" 7-9-1IPM Student Center 
FRIDAY. OCT. 21 ·Pep HilDy & Bonfire 6:30PM Arena 
·Randell Sheridan, Comedy 8PM Student Center 
-Lagos Coffeehouse, SPM. Wesley Foundatlon 
. "Nightmare on Elm Street" 7 ·9·l1PM Student Center 
SATURDAY. OCT 22 -HomecomIngParade·9:3OAM· Gran~ Ave. 
-FootbaII·1:3OPM - McAndrew Stadium 
Part of your SIUC Student H""hh Program 0 ~~':::;r"" 
COPIES 
HALF FF 
After your first 100 copies fromone 
original, the rest are Half .. Price! 
Don't 'forget your Halloween flyers ! 
OPEN 24hrs. 
kinko's® 
the copy center 
on the Island • 549-0788 
Aft.,. CMllng fl'Ol!! !he Unl,eralty of Illinoll, 
WaYN Wllilaml, SI~'1 new atletici fund-
rail"', hal high hopes for the planl of 
Athletici Director Jim Hart. One 
Williams reviews programs 12" Two Ingredient Pizza for 6.95 
By Robert Baxter 
Staff Writer 
Wayne Williams, the SIU 
Foulldations director of 
athletic development, has 
examined the contributions to 
various athletic funds and has 
drawn comparisons of how 
fund-raising efforts here 
compare with fund-raising at 
the Universit,Y of Illinois. 
"At IllinOiS we had one 
general (central) con-
tributions gift fund which 
alumni as well as corporations 
donated to " he said "There I 
was given' a daily list of who 
contributed and bow much. 
The money was then 
distributed to each sport ac-
cordingly. " 
Williams formerlr was in 
charge of a thlehcs fund-
raising in St. Louis and 
Southern Illinois for the 
University of Illinois. 
Williams said he is in the 
process of getting a similar 
daily report relating fun-
draising efforts here atSIU-C. 
"With all the different 
contribuion funds available to 
contributors," Williams said, 
"It is confusing to tell exactly 
what is going where. 
"I've talked to the computer 
people (at the SIU Foundation) 
and shown the!Il the report I 
would like. I feel they Will be 
abi.. to pN'Vide me with a 
ThMe are lIMo -.trIIIuIIona ..... 10 
~~"o\th ...... dutlng tII.. ........ ofllMo .. attlne __
dItK!DrL ...... Hart'. 1iI' ... .....-• tine __ during FI_I 
y_,Nt; c .......... w.' ........ FY 
.. :.nd.llmU""O-' .... IorFY.7. 
HART 
Cash 
Glfta·ln-kind 
Total 
WEST 
Cash 
GIfIa·In·klnd 
Total 
LIVENGOOD 
Cash 
GIfta·ln-ldnd 
Total 
$128.875.61 
12,877.80 
$141,553.41 
$171.775.54 
73.792.27 
1245,587.81 
$252.777.79 
82,170.32 
$334.1184.11 
~"'-"'IIMoIllU_ 
--
workable daily breakdown of 
~tricted c~~~ri~~:t!i 
gifts." 
Williams, an SIU-C alumnus, 
feels being a graduate and 
being familiar with the area 
can only help him relate his 
caU8e to possible contributors. 
"When I attended meetings 
at Illinois involving fund-
raisers from other Big Ten 
schools," Williams said, "I 
was the only one that was not a 
graduate of the university 
which I was working for." 
Williams said contributions 
at Illinois were much higher 
than SIU-C for several 
reasons. 
"Strong tradition in athletics 
is apparent at Illinois," 
Williams said. "I don't know if 
we have that type of following 
!~d ~~ ~PI:n~t ~~: 
money just so they could get 
tickets to football games which 
were otherwise soldout. 
"Thirty-three percent of the 
contributions were from non-
alumni, usually corporate 
executives wanting tickets," 
Williams said another 
disadvantage is SIU-C's 
isolation from the state's 
larger cities. CarbondaJe is 
located in a non-industrial. 
non-urban area with a small 
population. Illinois, on the 
other hand, is located in a 
metropolitan area (Cham-
paign-Urbana) with an ample 
supply of business and cor-
porate contributors available. 
Williams drew another 
comparison to Missouri Valley 
Conference member Illinois 
State. 
"They raised over $515,000 at 
Illinois State last year," 
Williams said, "but we have to 
understand they are also 
located in a metropolitan area 
(BlOOmington-Normal) with a 
population over 100,000. There 
also is a large amount of 
business and corporate 
donations available there." 
Plus 2 FREE 16 oz. Cokes 
deUvered free 
meineke" 
~ ~~ !~"e»l'D~!E~!!f!!C~!§ 
For Quality Parts, Fast & Friendly Service, 
All At A Discount Price ... Visit Meineke 
r - - - - - - -1- - - - - - --, 
I MUFFLERS I BRAKES I 
:F!M18!~E~: '46~1*: 
I :',YearNationwlde.Warranty I .==:::n.~~~== I t-.~::~am~~c;e~ Extra I :",,:- em" •• ,....m Sememe<all,' I NEED ADDITIONAL SERVICES? USE THIS COUPON. -, 
McLf!!n pleads guilty to charges 
I 10 ~ 011 : ~=.~:!~~':yst.ms I 
L _ :?!~I:"~~ ~s~~.;.r;;~D~~9:'" .J 
OFFERS VALID THROUGH 12/31/88 ,AT CARBONDALE LOCATION ONLY 
CARBONDALE 
308 East Main Street 
(P... 810cks East 01 '''e RaJiroad) TAMPA, Fla. (UPI) -Former Cy Young Award 
winner Denny !'I~~l the last 
major league oaseD8lI pitcher 
to win 30 games in a Beason, 
pleaded guilty Tuesday to 
federal charges of 
racketeering and posseII8ion of 
.:ocaine with intent to 
distribute. 
McLain, 44, faces a 
maximum of 12 years in prisoo 
as part of a negotiated plea 
a~ent accepted by U.S. 
DIStrict Judge Elizabeth A. 
Kovacbevich. She scbeduled 
sentencing for Dec. 15. 
McLain already has served 
29 months in federal prison OD 
the charges. Assistant U.S. 
Attorney Ernst Mueller said if 
McLain receives the 
maximum 12 years, he could 
be rele.:':;~ 011 parille after 
four years and, if given credit 
for the time served. could be 
'Jut in HI m::mths. 
ir, agreeing to accept Uk 
~7t:=:~~e: 
and conspiracy charges when 
McLain is sentenced. 
"It's been li~ hell the way 
we have been livmg," McLain 
said as he left th~ courthouse 
with his wife Sharyn and 
daughter Michelle. "I would 
never put this family through 
what I put them through 
before. 
"Whatever haopened, 
happened," he said . .t'U's time 
for us to move on. " 
In the piea agreement, 
McLain stipulated the 
government could prove as 
part of the racketeering 
charge a number of -::riminal 
acts, including bookmaking, 
extortion and loansharking, 
McLain was indicted in 
l,'~"ch 1934 and was convicted 
in March 1985 of racketeering, 
conspiracy, extortion and 
oussessioll of cocaine with 
Intent to d,stnuute. He WHS 
acquitted of conspiracy to 
import cocaine. 
He was sentenced to 23 years 
in prison - eight for the first 
three convictions. 
457-3527 
IIIIDMDUAU.Y OWNED & OPERATED' OPEN MONOAY-SATURDAY B JJI, . 6 PM :E 
OVER ~T,?!, .N:;!.NWIDE • 
Ask the "Professor" for Information on ... 
Rating Game Tournament Sun. Oct. 23 
Ladies 8-Ball Tournament Sun. Oct. 30 
Advanced registration Drefer!"ed 
lOam-9pm }:CI*::!tl & Hot Dog S 1.2 5 All Night 
I:;::;"~\ -:OA>~ -._-,..o_-#L?-.~.J 517 South Illinois ~ i, 6 ) n Otvv CUUl-' ~~-ea 549-STIX 
~~'~~---:_/.'( ---==------ ~----
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Rhoades: No time to reflect Hair Care For Everyone 
Hair Cuts $8.00 Football coaches 
relay thoughts on 
midseason status 
By David OalllanaHI 
Staff Writer 
It most cases, mid-season is 
a ti.'lle fOl reflectic,n and 
evaluation. Salukis coac~ Rick 
Rhoades said that may fit 
some coaches, but it doesn't 
flow in his game plan. 
"I really had no precon-
ceived ideas coming in so I 
have nothing to compare to," 
Rhoades said. "The guys have 
given a solid effort and that's 
what we have asked them to 
do. The test for this team lind 
the progress it has made is 
ahead of us." 
Rhoades said the second half 
of the schedule, which will 
feature I-A school!; Kentucky 
and Northern Illinois along 
with conference foes South-
west Missouri and Northern 
Iowa, will definitely be the 
more difficult. He said the key 
word for the Salukis is develop. 
"I don't know what we're 
going to do about that," 
Rhoades said. "Defensively, 
we have to do the little things. 
Kicking wise we have to 
stabilize things." 
"If I had to point to one thing 
offensively we have got to get 
"/ really had no 
preconceived ideas 
coming in so I have 
nothing to compare 
to. The guys have 
given a solid effort 
and that's what we've 
ssked them to do." 
-Rick Rhoades 
to the next level where the 
little things help us execute 
lDStead of stop drives. We are 
real close right now . 
"It's rather like a little kid 
who is lost. He may be a block 
away from his house the whole 
lime, but unless he un-
:ierstands that he may as well 
De 100 miles away." 
"We need to understand 
what we have to do to go to the 
~~:S~ said the time for 
reflection is at the end of the 
reason, when all the games 
!lave been completed and real 
evaluations made. 
"Every day is important; 
every practice is important. I 
mppose I have reflected in a 
Nay because I've told them 
lets really push the last five 
HOW THE IlALUKIS STACK UP 
GATEWAY CONFERENCE RANKINGIl 
TEAM LEADERS 
1lcori"1l oItetIar. No. 5 willl 123 
poIn1Bfora20.5a ..... ge. 
P ••• 1ng oIfeMe: No. 6 with 58 
00IJlI)ieb0ns. 734 yan:ls. 3 touchdowns. 
and 122.3yardapergemeaV8l1lQe. 
Total. on.noe: No. 2 willi 1 .269 yatdo. 
3 8 yards per rush. 1 3 touchdo ...... and 
21 4 yards per game. 
-"11 cI8I • ...., No. 4 WIIh 145 
J)OtI1111 allowed. 24.2 aYllt&ge 
P •• ai"1! deI_ No. 6 with 78 
completions allowed. 1.232 yards 
allowed. 7 touchdowns. and 205.3 yatds 
per gamo average 
Rullllnil del .... ., No. 3 with 882 
yards allowed. 3.3 yards per rush. 12 
touchdowns and 141 .0 Yllfds per game. 
T""'ldlll_No 5wI1t12.114"atds 
allowed. 19 louchdowns. and 3523 
ylllds per game. 
Net puntl"1l' No 5 ... 0lil 42 punts. 
36.1 iard. a--.ge and 33 7 nel yard. 
Punt r.tum&; No. 4 with 8 returns. 54 
return yatds and 68 yatds .v~",ge 
KlckoH retu .... ' No. 6 wl1h 25 rerums. 
439ylUdsand 07 6a .... rage. 
weeks and see how hard we 
can go." 
In grading, Rhoades gave 
the offense and defense both a 
C, saying they are both at 
about the same level, a bit 
above average. 
On special team, Rhoades 
assigned a solid C, saying the 
chances for improvement are 
there. 
"I really think we can im-
porve just because we were so 
far behind at the beginning of 
th~rr'::S'i~e coordinator Fred 
Riley. who is also in charge of 
::;e ~~:~ac~, :~~ his:;~ 
average, but don't always 
capitalize on their ability. 
"We have at quarterback 
some ability we take advatage 
of and some we don't," Riley 
said. "More than anything, 
they have all the desire and 
want, but it is just a matter of 
lackinS. the total aspect of 
everything that needs to be 
done. 
"The wishbone is not just an 
offense, it is a philosophy. We 
have a philosophy that takes 
time to develop. Until we have 
done it a million times, 
sOlI'.ething new comes up." 
As far as things on the of-
fensive line are concerned, 
coach Rod Sberill said they are 
ahead of where he thought they 
would be. 
"We are doing things that 
last year and early this season 
we would not even attempt to 
do, as far as coming off the ball 
and smacking people around. 
"We don't quit like we did 
last spring, we are a long way 
from that. We fight back from 
physical injuries a lot better 
than I thougnt we would.' r 
Sherill said the biggest 
problem is not necessarily the 
piayers, but their conditioning 
schedule. 
seasoning. ripe tomotoes. Fresh 
onions. rich sour cream. served 
.... ",~(L,e~,<¢ 
4570303,0: 516 S. Illinois Carbondale 
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1NDIVI~UALLEADERS 
Ru.hlng: No.3. CI1vcI< _8.101 
carrieS. 461 yards. 5 touc:I>O:;wns. 76.8 
yards per game. NO.1 O. Fred Gbeon. 92 
camas. 268 yards. 2 touchdown ••• 4.1 
yatdspergame 
Ilcorinll' No.9. Chuck Hannke. 5 
IOUChdowntl. 30 !JOinlll. 6.0 J):>Ints per 
game. 
Puatng: No.4. FI9d Glbaon. 52 
complebon8, IiIl atlempta, 670 yards. 3 
toucMowna. 111 yltda per_. 
T .... I _n .. : No.3. FI9d GIbson. 
938 y_db. 5.' _....-age. 168.3 yarde 
pergama. 
FIeIcI 0 ..... ' No.4. John Bookout. 3 
lie1d goai.I. 4 attempts. Wlgeet: 47 
yard •. 
Punt _rr .. , No. 6 Joe Cook. 54 
yards. 8.8 yards 8Y8f11g8. Wlgeel: 21 
yards. 
KlckoH .. IU""" No.7. Paul Patten>on. 
183 yard.. 20.3 yards average. 
Longest: 33 yardS 
Puntln." No.6. DaVId Pete"" 20 
punts. 38.4 overago longeat: 68. Troy 
Guneridge. 21 punts. 34.6 """"""'. 
Longest: 54 yltda 
In\efCeptIono: No.7, Kevin KiigeIon. 2 
intercoDlion8. 70 yard •• 0 touChdowns 
"The biggest thing that is 
bolding us back is not having 
winter conditioning. You can't 
maintain yourself when there 
is nothing to maintain. 
"I had hoped we would be a 
lot further along with the 
fundamental things. Overall 
strength the last five weeks 
will have to carry us. We get 
lulled into thinking we are 
~~f.' a good job and we're 
On the quarterbacks 
"The wishbone is not 
just an offense, it is a 
philosophy. Until we 
have done it a million 
times, something new 
comes up." 
-Fred Riley 
recelVIDll end, coach Greg 
McMahon said bis wide 
receivers give all the effort in 
the world, but lack in the 
execution department. 
"We are still not where we 
need to be as far as con-
sistency goes. There is really 
nothing we are doing that I'm 
suprised at. We need to im-
prCWe QIAt blQCkins; we have a 
long way to go there." 
McMahon said the receivers 
strength is recognizing their 
limitations. 
"We work on tryin8 to 
stretch those limitations but 
stay within them in the 
process." 
Defensive coordinator Jim 
Tompkins reflects Rhoades' 
comments - it is hard to 
evaluate without preconceived 
ideas. 
See RHOADES, Pege 24 
No Appointments Necessary, Except For Perms 
Ask For Sandy 
Open 9-5:30 Tun-Frl, Sat 9-1 
Give Sandy a Call Jack's 
457-6023 Wright Center 
Next To Holiday Inn 816 E. Main. Carbondal. 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
~ 
--.J i! 
~ Wednesday ~ LADIES' HIGHT 
~ Happy Hour 12-9 ~ /toe Drafts 
·Z.'O Pitchers 
9'C Speedrails 
3 After 9: ~ S 1.'0 Amaretto Stone Sours 
611 S. IlIInoll S 1.Z 5 Malibu Rum "t-ROMP 
~ ~ ~ ~ ! ~ 3 
"Why I Love the Circus" 
Essay Contest* 
- 25 words or less 
-2 categories - Grades 1·12 
and an open category for all ages 
-Bring or mail your entries to the Daily Egyptian, 
Communications Bldg. Rm. 1259, SIU 
(Name and phone - required on_entries) 
Deacllme for Entries: Tues. 10/25 
Winners receive: 41ickets 
to the Circus Nov. 15 and their 
picture and e55llY printed In 
the 1O!28edition of the D.E. 
Runner.; up: 4 tickets and 
their name printed in 
the 10/28 edition of1he D.E. 
2:00pm 
* "The Greatest Show 
on Earth" The Ringling 
Bros. Barnum and 
Bailey Circus 
Nov. 15 & 16 
~. SIUArena 
• 53b-5531 Intramural-Recreational Sports 
Chinese Foot Massage and Tai Chi 
Foot Massage 
Half hour consultations now available between 2:30-4:00pm 
very Wednesday, beginning 10/26. Make appointments by 
the prccceding Friday. Register at SRC Information Desk. 
Cost= $5 for students, $7 for faculty, staff, and alumni. 
Tai Chi 
SessIon U begtns Wednesday, 10/26 
from 4-6pm. Register at SRC 
Information Desk. Cost;$17 for 
students, $20 farfaculty, staff, 
IlndaJumnl. 
Instructed by Master Han Chao Hwang 
~ 
~ 
~ 
I 
Equestrian team sticks with sport 
despite long hours, cost Involved Rush University 
College of Nursmg 
i 
By John Walblay 
StaHWriter 
It must be lOVE. 
It couldn't be the bours or 
the fame, and it's certainly not 
the monetary benefits that 
~~~~ sru-c's Equestrian 
Steve Medfor~, a national 
champion, sp.id, "I quit for a 
while once, and I didn't know 
what to do with myself." 
Most of the riders on the 
team have been riding since 
adolescence and the sport bas 
become a part of their life. 
Still, wben the morning and 
e.vening practices get to be 
tiresome, not to mention the 
individual private lessons the 
ndp.rs are required to take, 
some question wby tbey 
continue. 
Most of the riders on 
the team ha ve been 
riding since 
adolescence and the 
sport has become part 
of their life. Still, when 
the morning and 
evening practices get 
to be tiresome, not to 
mention the individual 
private lessons the 
riders are required to 
take, some question 
why they continue. 
At a cold 5:30 a.m. practice, 
freshman Chris Thomson 
jokes, "I don't know ...• I ask 
myself that every now and 
.. gain. I've just been doing it 
too long to just stop." 
Another consideration is the 
expense to the riders. which 
seems to be the most painful in 
many eyes. 
With two different types of 
riding styles - bunt arid stock 
seat - the team requires two 
different coacbes, thougb most 
~ of the riders compete in both 
. ~ types. 
:.J For a rider to participate in 
l'; .~ a sbow (there are 10 each 
~. academic year), the rider bas 
~ to pay for transportation to 
"" and from the events. dltry fees 
that can total up to $42, and 
food and lodgmg for the 
Weekend. That cost is leiled on 
~~ ~~:isf~r: ~:rrJ: 
stable, which varies at either 
$200 or $250 per semester. 
"You see, we're competing 
against major scbools wbere it 
is a varsity sport," bunt seat 
coacb Myke Ramsey said. 
"Tbose kids pay for nothing ... 
At SIU-C, the equestrian is 
considered an intramural club 
sport and only receives $300 
per year. 
Hunt seat is the Englisb style 
of riding wbere the rider either 
jumps the borse over obstacles 
or IS tested "on thf' flat," 
whicb is a test of pace tran-
sitions with no obstacles. 
At Intercollegiate Horse 
Sbow Association competitions 
the riders are tested on 
equitation, whicb is not bow 
L.;e borse performs, but how 
the person rides the horse. 
Form, positioning and control 
all affect how the rider is 
judged. 
Ramsey said in hunt seat 
riding, the idea is for the riders 
to maintain their position on 
the horse wbile conut)!l.ifig the 
horse smoothly through jumps 
and speed transitions. 
The riders also have to keep 
Presents 
A Continuum in Professional EdUC3tion 
• Doctor of Nursing SCience 
• Doctor of Nursing 
• Master of Science 
• Bachelor of SCience 
~- GRADUATE ENTRY LEVEL 
A '""'Ie .... ~rug'31"T' ':Y -,.td'}''''~'-, ,', , .... " :.1· ...,,,.. 
¢ DOCTOR OF NURSING 
Name 
A.udress 
Cl ly 
Rus", Uf"'\''''f·rSlt~· the ;:l( aoernlt cornp<Jnent 'J' 
RUSh PreSbyterlan·St Luke ~Mec,(.aiC~r,:e' 
:; a lealie- In tieann (~re 
-------
Rus~ UnlverSl!). 
119 SChwepr;.e·Sprague Hall 
1743W HatrlsonSlreel Chlcag(~ Il60612 
312·942·5099 
Phone 
Stale 
Located on the 1st floor-Student Center 
06 
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL 
10/17 .. 10/21 
Chris Thomaon, fre.hmen In zoology from P/./nfle/d, practIce. 
JumpIng over cavalettl Db.tac'" with OnlY. Mere et the i.e 
Cheval de aoskydell stablea In preparation for en upcoming 
show. 
Early Riser 
2 Eggs (any style) 
Hash Browns 
Biscuits & Gravy 
/ 
their fcrearms straight in 
front of them using both hands 
on the re~I'.s. 
"Tbe nder has to try and 
keep his shoulder. hip and heel 
in a straight, verticie line." 
Ramsey said. "Ninety-five 
percent (judging) is on the 
rider . 
"This (equestrian) is as 
emotional. or more emotional 
(than most sports)," Ramsey 
said. "By the end of the first 
show they're all vpry 
cobesive." 
The stock seat is the western 
style of riding where the rider, 
among other things, bas a 
different form in the saddle 
and also only uses one hand on 
the reign. 
To the eye, besides the dress, 
the most noticable difference 
is the stock seat rider does not 
post (bounce) in the saddle. 
"In western you never, 
never leave your saddle," 
stock seat coach Gina Shiplett 
said. "It is a very deep seat." 
The stock 50 t competitio,. 
Ulkes place entirely on the flat 
without any obstacles or 
jumps, though the judge may 
require a pattern for the rider 
to follow while making pace 
transitions. 
Shiplett said the equitation 
princlple is used to keep the 
competition fsir since the 
riders in both hunt and stock 
draw the borse they are going 
to use randomly. Since the 
rider may draw a un-
cooperative horse, the judge 
rules exclusively on the rider's 
performance. 
"The judge looks for the 
rider's ability to get on and 
work the horse." Ship'lett said. 
"He likes it to look like you're just pushing buttons up there. 
The trick is for the transitions 
to be immediate." 
The pace transitions vary 
from walk, trot and canter or 
lope. 
Tbe riders arc classified as 
either a novice, intermediate 
or open rider, open being the 
most difficult. The rider is 
f=~POJ!!.~ :d~!l:e ~ 
up in the level of difficulty. 
At the last competition, the 
team placed first in Friday's 
and second in Saturday's stock 
seat competition. In stock seat, 
the team is leading the region 
by nine points. 
In hunt seat, the team placed 
fourth Saturday, but was 
unsure of its finisb for 
Sunday's competition. 
'1.89 
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We're open Monday through 
Friday - 7am to 1 :30pm. 
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9rf1- Fitness Day ~ 
Wednesday Oct. 19, 4-7pm ~ 
~medeaftemf'wn"·.. ~ 
bike Surgeon Phoenix Cycles g! 
Foot Locker Shoes-N-Stuf' 
Medical Prep Club Woodard Chiropractic Center 
Nu-Life Nutrition Wellness Center 
.g~UPiU~: 
-Free spinal chord examinations 
-Bicycle related tips 
~ 
~ ~ 0< 
~ 
J -Sportswear apparel and styles for 1989 ~ 
I -Footwear selections for different athletk activities C>\ -Nutrition tips from experts ~ -and many more! =) ~QQOOOQOOOOOQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQQ~1Q~.O~ 
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Sports 
Officials to crack down 
on college basketball 
Baseball action ends up late 
United Preea International 
College l-asketball will 
be played the same as 
last season, but it may be 
officiated a little dif-
ferently. 
"Preventative of-
ficiating" is t.be theme 
referees are bef~ at 
pr~eason clin.cs this 
frall. The emphasis is on 
enforcing rUles against 
handchecking, rough 
post play and 3-second 
violations by screenen in 
the painted area. 
The purpose is to 
reduce the physical 
contact many believe 
lead to fighta. Several 
college games were 
marred ~y fighta last 
Beason, and those in-
cidenta led to a new rule 
that could cause repeat 
offenders to be 
suspended. 
Officials, however, are 
being urged to be on-the 
watch early in games. 
OAKLAND, Calif. (UPI) -
The Oakland Athletics were 
tied with the Los Angeles 
Dodgen 1-1 going into the 
bottom of the eight inning of 
Game 3 of the World Series 
Tuesday night. 
This was considered a 
"must-win" game for 
Oakland, which trailed Los 
Angeles 2 games to 0 going into 
the contest. 
The Athletics scored its run 
in the third as Glenn Hubbard 
Cl'088ed home on Ron Hassey's 
base hit single to left field. 
Hubbard had opened the in-
ning with a single off the left-
field fence. He stole second 
and advanced to third when 
Los Angeles catcher Mike 
Sciocia threw the ball into 
center field for an error. 
fif~e .D~~~~re:.:n:: 
Stubbs '=ed to !ight-center, 
scoring Jeff Hamilton, who led 
off with a single to center. 
LOB Angeles left-hander 
John Tudor left the game in the 
second inning because of pain 
in his itching elbow. 
Tu:for, who had pitched only 
0"'(' a in the previous 24 days, 
"ilpeared to hurt himself while 
Pitching in the first inning to 
Oakland's Jose Canseco. He 
retired Canseco on a fly ball to 
WORLD SERIES 
Saturday" .... ulta 
Loa Angeles 5, OBkJ8nd 4 
Sunday'. ,"ult, 
Loa Angeles 6, Oakland 0 
TuNday'. oama 
Los Angeles 81 Oakland, lale 
WednMdl'Y" "ama 
Loa AngeleS al OBkJ8nd, 7: 2 5 p m 
H nec .... ry lIam .. : 
Thurlday'. llama 
Loa Angales al Oakland, 7 :30 p m 
Saturday'. llama 
Ollkland at Loa Angeles, 4:25 pm 
SundaY'llIlma 
Oakland at Los Angeles, 8:25 p.", 
end the inning, but the Dodgers 
warmed up Tim Leary while 
they ba tted in the second. 
Scott wants noticeable improvement 
lalukl GUlrd Dunnl SInd .... drlbbln around 
SIn Diego Stete nna'. Alllaon Smith during 
. ~~ 
..... ; 
.. ~ ..... 
~~' 
women'a blaketblll practice at thl Arena 
Monday, 
By Robert Baxter 
Staff Write, 
Last year, the women's 
basketball team failed to win 
20 games for the first time in 
six seasons. The Salukis saw 
themselves finish 16-11 overall, 
and tumble to a 12~ fifth-place 
finish in the Gateway. 
"Last year was the most 
disappointing Beason that I 
have ever been a part of," 
Coach Cindy Scott said. "We 
feel we not only let ourselves 
down, but our bns and school 
as well. The foundation has 
been laid at this university for 
an outstanding women's 
basketball program, and we 
don't feel we lived up to that 
tradition. 
"This year we need to put 
back inlo the program what we 
didn't get done last year." 
In the beginning of last 
season, the Salukis were 
ranked 13th nationally and 
expectations ran high as the 
team looked to repeat as 
Gateway Conference cham-
pion. 
"Last year we focused on a 
Gateway title and postseason 
play from the beginning of the 
season, " Scott said .• 'This year 
we won't make that same 
mistake. We'll take things one 
day at a time, one game at a 
time." 
For the first time in "ix 
years, the Salukis will face the 
task of rebuilding, trying to 
blend a talented, but young, 
group of athletes together to 
form a winning team. 
"We have five freshmen 
coming in who I expect will 
contribute to the program 
rilJht away," Scott said. "I 
think this is probably the best 
recruiting class we have had. " 
The incoming freshmen are 
Kerri Leigh Hawes of P.art-
ford, Ky., Amy Horstman of 
Basketball '88 
Thl Dally Eel'ptlen will preview 
the upcoII\>lIII balblball _.on 
thn>uQhout \hI. _. ~ lot 
-...-.,,: 
Thuma", M..n's teBm oo/Jdlng or. a 
foundation 
Friday: Women to face top-ranked 
opponents 
La Crosse, WiE;., Calleen 
Heimstead of Elkmound, Wis., 
Grace Johnson of Kankakee, 
and Karrie Redeker of 
Onarga. 
The Salukis will need plenty 
of help as they attempt to fill 
the shoes of two of L'le school's 
all-time best: Mary Berghuis 
and Bridgette Bonds . 
Berghuis ended her career 
as the No. 1 shot-blocker in 
SIU-C history. Bonds, who was 
selected as 1987 MVP in the 
Gateway Conference, finished 
as the No. 6 high-scorer in 
Saluki history. 
Scott said she will be star-
ting a new era of women's 
basketball at SIU-C, with 
seniors Dana Fitzpatrick, 
Cathy Kampwerth ana 
See SCOTT, ~.". 24 
Hart's financial work to give athletics department boost 
By Robert Baxt., 
Staff Writer Williams compares 
The SIU Foundation has funding programs 
~=r~~::! ~:n:~~= 
over as athletics director three 
months ago and the results are 
encouraging for In-
tercollegiate Athletics. 
The list shews the Hart 
campaign has already 
received a little over $99,000 in 
-Page 25 
Football team's 
midseason report 
-Page 26 
cash, or unrestricted con-
tributions. At this time, differe!lce between 
$128,675 in cash cOiltributions unrestricted and gift-in-kind 
has been pledged, and another contributions. 
'12,877 has been given in the "We need these type of 
form of gifts-in-kind. (unrestrictive) contributions 
Rex Ball, president of the because they give us a chance 
SIU Foundation, explained the to distribute the contributions 
Page 28, Daily Egyptiar;, October 111, 19811 
to the areas which need it 
most," Ball said. "Many of the 
contributions we have 
received in the past have been 
gifts-in -kind, which are given 
to specific fWlds, scllolarship 
funds or Ii specifiC sport. " 
Bryan Vagner, controller 
and treasurer for the Foun-
dation, said these figures are 
based on all contributions 
received before Oct. 12. 
"We are half way lo our 
'200,000 goal," Ba!! said. 
"With the addition of Wayne 
Williams in the capacity of 
athletic fund-raiser, I see us 
having a first-rate fundraising 
program." 
Wayne Williams took over 
duties of athletic fundraiser 
three weeks ago and Ball said 
since then he has shown why 
he's right for the job. 
"I think we'l! be running a 
much more leaner, meaner, 
fundraising progra!Jl," Ball 
said. "Williams has already 
identified major contributors 
who have not contributed for a 
long time, and I don't think he 
will let anyone who is capable 
of giving slip through the 
cracks." 
Hart's original campaign 
asked for as little as a $1 
contribution and a total of 29 
people responded. 
"Most of the $1 l~ontributions 
were from kids," Ball said. "It 
added a more personal side to 
t~ fund-drive. Many of them 
came up with jars of pennies 
they had t>et'n saving." 
Total alumni contributions 
have amounted to 429 
households, and that total 
could actually be mor~, Bali 
said. 
"In many of the households 
we have more than one alumni 
tiving there who could and 
possibly did contribute," Ball 
said. "This could cause some 
discrepancy in our final 
contribution total.' 
1\ real bright spot in the 
contributions Ball said. was 
316 first-time contributors. 
Repeat contributors totalf!(f 
641, bringing the comb;.ned 
total num~r of contributors to 
957. 
